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SUMMARY: The Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 (HERA) amended the Federal Housing Enterprises Financial Safety and Soundness Act of 1992 (Safety and Soundness Act) to establish a duty for the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (Freddie Mac) (collectively, the Enterprises) to serve three specified underserved markets—manufactured housing, affordable housing preservation, and rural markets—to increase the liquidity of mortgage investments and improve the distribution of investment capital available for mortgage financing for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in those markets. The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) is issuing and seeking comments on a proposed rule that would provide Duty to Serve credit for eligible Enterprise activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages related to: Manufactured homes titled as real property; blanket loans for certain categories of manufactured housing communities; preserving the affordability of housing for renters and homebuyers; and housing in rural markets. The proposed rule would establish a method for evaluating and rating the Enterprises’ compliance with the Duty to Serve each underserved market.

DATES: Written comments must be received on or before March 17, 2016.

ADDRESSES: You may submit your comments, identified by regulatory information number (RIN) 2590–AA27, by any of the following methods:
- Agency Web site: www.fhfa.gov/open-for-comment-or-input.
- Federal eRulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov. Follow the instructions for submitting comments. If you submit your comment to the Federal eRulemaking Portal, please also send it by email to FHFA at RegComments@fhfa.gov to ensure timely receipt by FHFA. Please include “Comments/RIN 2590–AA27” in the subject line of the submission.
- Hand Delivered/Courier: The hand delivery address is: Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel, Attention: Comments/RIN 2590–AA27, Federal Housing Finance Agency, Eighth Floor, 400 7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20219. The package should be delivered at the 7th Street entrance Guard Desk, First Floor, on business days between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
- U.S. Mail, United Parcel Service, Federal Express, or Other Mail Service: The mailing address for comments is: Alfred M. Pollard, General Counsel, Attention: Comments/RIN 2590–AA27, Federal Housing Finance Agency, Eighth Floor, 400 7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20219. Please note that all mail sent to FHFA via U.S. Mail is routed through a national irradiation facility, a process that may delay delivery by approximately two weeks.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Jim Gray, Manager, Office of Housing and Regulatory Policy, (202) 649–3124, or Mike Price, Senior Policy Analyst, Office of Housing and Regulatory Policy, (202) 649–3134. These are not toll-free numbers. The mailing address for each contact is: Federal Housing Finance Agency, 400 7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20219. The telephone number for the Telecommunications Device for the Hearing Impaired is (800) 877–8339.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Comments

FHFA invites comments on all aspects of this proposed rule, in addition to specific questions provided throughout, and will take all comments into consideration before issuing the final rule. Commenters do not need to answer each question. While FHFA has considered the views commenters submitted on the Duty to Serve proposed rule issued in 2010 in preparing this proposed rule, in view of the significant differences between this proposed rule and the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, commenters on the previous proposed rule must submit a new comment letter on this new proposed rule for their comments to be further considered. Copies of all comments received will be posted without change, including any personal information you provide, such as your name, address, email address and telephone number, on FHFA’s Web site at http://www.fhfa.gov. In addition, copies of all comments received will be available for examination by the public on business days between the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. at the Federal Housing Finance Agency, Eighth Floor, 400 7th Street SW., Washington, DC 20219. To make an appointment to inspect comments, please call the Office of General Counsel at (202) 649–3804.

II. Background

A. Statutory Background

The Safety and Soundness Act provides that the Enterprises “have an affirmative obligation to facilitate the financing of affordable housing for low- and moderate-income families.”1 Section 1129 of HERA amended section 1335 of the Safety and Soundness Act to establish a duty for the Enterprises to serve three specified underserved markets, to increase the liquidity of mortgage investments and improve the distribution of investment capital available for mortgage financing for certain categories of borrowers in those markets.2 Specifically, the Enterprises are required to provide leadership in developing loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on housing for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families for manufactured housing, affordable housing preservation, and rural markets.3 In addition, section 1335(d)(1) requires FHFA to establish, by regulation, a method for evaluating and rating the Enterprises’ compliance with the Duty to Serve underserved markets.4 FHFA is required to separately evaluate each Enterprise’s compliance with respect to each underserved market, taking into consideration the following:

(i) The Enterprise’s development of loan products, more flexible underwriting guidelines, and other innovative approaches to providing financing to each of the underserved markets (hereafter, the “loan product assessment factor”);

(ii) The extent of the Enterprise’s outreach to qualified loan sellers and other market participants in each of the underserved markets (hereafter, the “outreach assessment factor”);

(iii) The volume of loans purchased by the Enterprise in each underserved market relative to the market opportunities available to the Enterprise, except that the Director shall not establish specific quantitative targets or evaluate the Enterprise based solely on the volume of loans purchased (hereafter, the “loan purchase assessment factor”); and

(iv) The amount of investments and grants by the Enterprise in projects

which assist in meeting the needs of the underserved markets (hereafter, the "investments and grants assessment factor").\(^5\)

The Duty to Serve provisions and issues for consideration are discussed further below.

**B. Conservatorship**

On September 6, 2008, the Director of FHFA appointed FHFA as conservator of the Enterprises in accordance with the Safety and Soundness Act to maintain the Enterprises in a safe and sound financial condition and to help assure performance of their public mission. Since the establishment of FHFA as conservator, the Enterprises have returned to profitability. Through December 31, 2014, the Enterprises have paid a total of $225 billion in dividends payments to the U.S. Department of the Treasury on the senior preferred stock.\(^6\)

While the Enterprises are in conservatorships, the law requires and FHFA expects them to continue to fulfill their core statutory purposes, which include their support for affordable housing. The Enterprise affordable housing goals have continued throughout the conservatorships, with modifications to the levels of the goals. FHFA now proposes a rule to implement the Enterprises’ Duty to Serve underserved markets. Consistent with the conservatorships, Enterprise support for affordable housing must be accomplished within the confines of safety and soundness and the goals of conservatorship. The Enterprises’ 2015 Conservatorship Scorecard requires the Enterprises to make progress in preparing to implement the Duty to Serve, prior to this rulemaking.

**C. Regulatory History**

1. **Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking**

   The rulemaking for the Duty to Serve commenced in August 2009 with FHFA’s publication in the Federal Register of an Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) on the Enterprise Duty to Serve underserved markets.\(^7\) FHFA received 100 comment letters in response to the ANPR.

2. **2010 Duty To Serve Proposed Rule**

   After reviewing the comment letters on the ANPR, FHFA published in the Federal Register on June 7, 2010, a proposed rule on the Duty to Serve.\(^8\)

   The 45-day comment period for the proposed rule closed on July 22, 2010. FHFA received 4,019 comments on the proposed rule. Commenters included: Individuals, including owners of manufactured homes; trade associations, including manufactured housing trade groups and lender trade groups; policy and housing advocacy groups, including rural housing advocacy groups, organizations representing manufactured home residents, and national and state consumer law organizations; nonprofit organizations; corporations, including manufactured housing construction companies; federal, state, and local government entities, including state and local housing finance agencies; property services groups, including property management companies; manufactured home community homeowners’ associations; affordable housing developers and preservation lenders; a legal services group; Members of Congress; and both Enterprises. FHFA has taken a new look at the issues for this new proposed rule, with the benefit of the comments received on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule and subsequent input from diverse stakeholder groups. The comments and input received and the agency’s intervening years of experience with the Enterprises and their operations in the underserved markets have suggested a different approach, sufficiently so that further notice and comment is necessary through this new proposed rule.

   As before, the new proposed rule would not itself authorize or prohibit the Enterprises from engaging in any activity. Instead, it would authorize Duty to Serve credit for certain Enterprise actions in furtherance of their Duty to Serve obligations and would propose a framework for evaluating the Enterprises’ performance.

**III. Duty To Serve Underserved Markets**

**A. Implementing the Duty To Serve**

The Enterprises’ public purposes include a broad obligation to serve lower- and moderate-income borrowers. The Safety and Soundness Act establishes a duty for the Enterprises to serve very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in three specific underserved markets. All activities that an Enterprise undertakes in furtherance of its Duty to Serve must be consistent with its Charter Act. Nothing in this rulemaking would permit or require an Enterprise to engage in any activity that would be otherwise inconsistent with its Charter Act or the Safety and Soundness Act.

Although the Enterprises are in conservatorships, FHFA expects them to show tangible results in each underserved market and to be a catalyst for mortgage lending to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in each underserved market consistent with their obligations for safety and soundness. The Enterprises should expect mortgage purchases and activities pursuant to the Duty to Serve to earn a reasonable economic return, which may be less than the return earned on activities that do not serve these underserved markets.\(^9\)

**B. Underserved Markets Plans**

1. **Requirement for Underserved Markets Plans—Proposed § 1282.32**

   Section 1282.32 of the proposed rule would require each Enterprise to prepare an Underserved Markets Plan identifying the activities and related objectives in each underserved market that it will pursue to serve that market.\(^10\) Each Plan would be mandatory and have a three-year term.

   The extent to which the Enterprises comply with their Plan obligations would be otherwise inconsistent with its Charter Act or the Safety and Soundness Act.

   8 The 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule also would have required that the Enterprises identify their Duty to Serve activities in Underserved Markets Plans.
Rural market—Activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in a “rural area,” which would be defined to mean: (1) A census tract outside of a metropolitan statistical area (MSA), as designated by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB); or (2) a census tract that is in an MSA but outside of the MSA’s Urbanized Areas and Urban Clusters, as designated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA’s) Rural Urban Commuting Area (RUGA) codes.

Activities eligible for Duty to Serve credit that also promote residential economic diversity would be eligible for extra credit under § 1282.37 of the proposed rule.

Each of these activities must be in full compliance with applicable federal and state law. The underserved markets and related definitions are further discussed below.

3. Underserved Markets Plan Activities—Proposed § 1282.32(c)(1)

Under § 1282.32(c)(1) of the proposed rule, each Underserved Markets Plan would include activities delineated under one of the following categories:

- Statutory Activities—Activities that assist affordable housing projects under the eight affordable housing programs specifically enumerated in the Safety and Soundness Act, and any comparable state and local affordable housing programs (a category that is also specified in the Safety and Soundness Act);
- Regulatory Activities—Activities in the underserved markets that are designated as Regulatory Activities in the proposed rule; and
- Additional Activities—Other activities identified by the Enterprises in their Plans that are determined by FHFA, in reviewing the proposed Plans, to be eligible for that underserved market.

Proposed Additional Activities may include activities that support other federal, state and local programs not specifically enumerated in the proposed rule that would benefit from such support. Any such program must be eligible under one of the three specified underserved markets. If an Enterprise proposes activities to support other federal, state or local programs in its Underserved Markets Plan, the Enterprise must provide FHFA with clear information that defines the program and its eligibility under one of the three underserved markets consistent with the purpose and scope of this proposed rule. Such programs include, for example, state housing finance agency projects and local government initiatives that seek to provide affordable housing and for which Duty to Serve credit could be available.

- While overall the Enterprises must serve very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in each underserved market, any one activity may, but need not, serve more than one of the qualifying income categories. The Underserved Markets Plans must include a mix of activities serving all three income categories.

Statutory Activities and Regulatory Activities are collectively referred to as “Core Activities” in this SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION.

The proposed rule would not require an Enterprise to include every Core Activity in its Underserved Markets Plan, but the Plan must describe how the Enterprise considered each Core Activity. If an Enterprise elects not to include a Core Activity in its Plan, it must provide a detailed explanation for its decision in the Plan. There would be no restriction on the number of Additional Activities that an Enterprise may include in its Plan.

FHFA believes that specifying Core Activities for the Enterprises to consider in developing their Underserved Markets Plans, as well as providing the Enterprises the option to designate Additional Activities, will provide the most efficient ways to increase the Enterprises’ presence in the three underserved markets and encourage healthy competition between the Enterprises. When one Enterprise is able to marshal its resources to better serve an underserved market, this may encourage the other Enterprise and other institutions to also consider how they could assist that market, and would demonstrate that certain products and services can be reasonably provided in the market.

Additionally, as described in this SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION and in proposed § 1282.37, the proposed rule would include an opportunity for the Enterprises to earn extra Duty to Serve credit when a qualifying activity in an underserved market also serves to reduce the economic isolation of very low-, low-, and moderate-income households by promoting residential economic diversity. These activities would not be mandatory, but in order to qualify for the extra credit, the Enterprises would need to describe in their Plans the activities in the underserved markets they intend to undertake to promote residential economic diversity.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

1. How much discretion should the Enterprises have in selecting activities—Core Activities and Additional Activities—to serve the underserved markets?

2. Should FHFA establish specific Regulatory Activities for the underserved markets, or should the Enterprises have broad discretion to decide how to serve these markets?

3. Are the proposed Regulatory Activities, as identified in the proposed rule for each of the underserved markets and described further below, appropriate for accomplishing the Duty to Serve objectives?

4. Objectives for Each Activity—Proposed § 1282.32(c)(2)

Under § 1282.32(c)(2) of the proposed rule, for each activity set forth in the Underserved Markets Plan, the Plan would be required to describe one or more “Objectives”—specific, measurable tasks to be accomplished by the Enterprise. Objectives would be central to FHFA’s Duty to Serve evaluation and rating process.

Examples of Objectives might include an Enterprise’s plans and timetable for achieving certain goals for one of its existing activities in an underserved market, or an Enterprise’s specific outreach plans for working with lenders to develop innovative programs under a particular activity. Objectives would largely take narrative form but, where appropriate, could include quantitative benchmarks. If quantitative benchmarks form part of an Objective, FHFA’s evaluation criteria may include comparing the Objective’s quantitative benchmark at the beginning of the evaluation period with a new quantitative benchmark for the housing that is part of a strategy to end isolation of very low-income households by providing economic diversity though mixed-income housing in low- or moderate-income neighborhoods, or providing very low- or low- or moderate-income households with housing opportunities in neighborhoods or cities where the median income equals or exceeds the median income for the larger surrounding area, such as the city, county, or Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area, in which the neighborhood or city is located.” See 12 CFR 1291.5(d)(5)(vi)(A)].
The loan product assessment factor requires evaluation of an Enterprise’s “development of loan products, more flexible underwriting guidelines, and other innovative approaches to providing financing to each” underserved market.\textsuperscript{14} A Plan Objective could describe, for example, how the Enterprise would reevaluate its underwriting guidelines, which could include empirical testing of different parameters and modification of loan products in an effort to increase the availability of loans to families targeted by the Duty to Serve, consistent with prudent lending practices. FHFA expects the Enterprise to identify underwriting obstacles that could prevent service to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families.

- **Loan Purchase Assessment Factor.** The loan purchase assessment factor requires FHFA to consider “the volume of loans purchased in each of such underserved markets relative to the market opportunities available to the [Enterprise].”\textsuperscript{15} The Safety and Soundness Act further states that FHFA “shall not establish specific quantitative targets nor evaluate the [Enterprise] based solely on the volume of loans purchased.”\textsuperscript{16} A Plan Objective could include the Enterprise’s plans for purchasing loans in particular underserved markets, including its assessments and analyses of the market opportunities available for each underserved market and its expected volume of loan purchases for a given year.

Although the proposed rule would not establish quantitative targets, FHFA would consider the Enterprise’s past performance on the volume of loans purchased in a particular underserved market relative to the volume of loans the Enterprise actually purchases in that underserved market in a given year pursuant to its Plan. In reviewing the Plan and the loan purchase assessment factor, FHFA would take into account difficulties in forecasting future performance and the need for flexibility in dealing with unexpected market changes.

- **Investments and Grants Assessment Factor.** The investments and grants assessment factor requires evaluation of “the amount of investments and grants in projects which assist in meeting the needs of such underserved markets.”\textsuperscript{17} A Plan Objective could include investments. As with all activities, the investments must comply with the

\textsuperscript{14} Id. at (d)(2)(A).
\textsuperscript{15} Id. at (d)(2)(C).
\textsuperscript{16} Id.
\textsuperscript{17} Id. at (d)(2)(D).

\textsuperscript{12} 12 U.S.C. 4565(d)(2)(C).
\textsuperscript{13} Id. at (d)(2)(B).
\textsuperscript{14} Id. at (d)(2)(A).
\textsuperscript{15} Id. at (d)(2)(C).
\textsuperscript{16} Id.
\textsuperscript{17} Id. at (d)(2)(D).
Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

1. Is the proposed definition of “undertake” sufficiently clear?

2. Should the enterprises be required to report on the scope of their activities to concert with the proposed definition?

3. Should the enterprises be required to provide an economic analysis of the scope of their activities?

4. Are the requirements for Objectives discussed above appropriate, and should there be any additional requirements?

5. Should Duty to Serve credit be given under the loan products assessment factor for an Enterprise’s research and development activities that may not show results in their initial phase, but which may be necessary for long-term product planning and development for underserved markets?

6. Has FHFA adequately defined the scope of extra credit for the proposed residential economic diversity activities? Has FHFA chosen the correct activities that should be excluded from qualifying for extra credit for residential economic diversity activities? Also, see description of proposed § 1282.37 and Requests for Comments.

6. Underserved Markets Plan Submission and FHFA Review—Proposed § 1282.32(d)(1)

Section 1282.32(d)(1) of the proposed rule would require the Enterprises to submit their proposed Underserved Markets Plans to FHFA at least 180 days before the termination date of the Enterprise’s existing Plan or before the effective date of 2010 Duty to Serve proposal. The proposed rule would provide that as soon as practical after an Enterprise submits its proposed Plan to FHFA for review, FHFA will post on FHFA’s Web site a public version of the proposed Plan that omits proprietary and confidential data and information. The public would have 45 days to provide input on the public version of the proposed Plan. Seeking public input on the proposed Plans would encourage participation by stakeholders, including lenders, industry participants, local government, community groups, and the broader public. In its discretion, each Enterprise would make revisions to its proposed Plan based on the public input.

b. FHFA Plan Review Process—Proposed §§ 1282.32(d)(4), 1282.32(d)(5), 1282.32(e), 1282.32(f)

The proposed rule would provide that within 60 days after the end of the public input period, FHFA will inform each Enterprise of any FHFA comments on its proposed Plan. The proposed rule would be required to address those comments, as appropriate, through revisions to its proposed Plan pursuant to timeframes and procedures established by FHFA.

After FHFA is satisfied that all of its comments have been addressed, FHFA would issue a “non-objection” to the Plan. The effective date of the Plan would be January 1st of the first evaluation year for which the Plan is applicable, except for the Enterprise’s first Plan after the effective date of the final rule, where the effective date would be determined by FHFA.

After receiving FHFA’s non-objection to its Plan, an Enterprise would post the final Plan on the Enterprise’s Web site with confidential and proprietary information omitted. FHFA would also post the final Plan with confidential and proprietary information omitted on FHFA’s Web site.

7. Modifying Final Underserved Markets Plans—Proposed § 1282.32(g)

Section 1282.32(g) of the proposed rule would permit modifications of final

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please

identify the question answered by the numbers assigned below):

7. Is there an alternative mechanism to an Underserved Markets Plan that would better enable FHFA to evaluate the Enterprises’ Duty to Serve obligations?

8. Should the Enterprises be required to prepare Underserved Markets Plans for terms with a period other than three years?

9. Should public input be sought on the Enterprises’ proposed Underserved Markets Plans and, if so, is there a more effective approach than the proposed approach?

C. Underserved Markets

1. Manufactured Housing Market—Proposed § 1282.33

a. Background

Very low-, low-, and moderate-income households have significant housing needs in the current environment. Manufactured housing is widely recognized as a significant source of housing for such households. In the United States, as of 2013, 6.7 million households resided in manufactured housing, or 5.8 percent of all households, according to the 2013 American Community Survey. In many cases, manufactured housing may offer the only affordable homeownership opportunity for lower-income households. In 2013, the average sales price of a manufactured home was $43,540, while the average sales price of a site-built home, less the cost of the land, was $249,429.22

Adjusted for size, manufactured homes still have significantly lower average costs per square foot than site-built homes: $43.54 as compared with $93.70.23

In developing specific proposals for Enterprise support of activities for the manufactured housing market that would receive Duty to Serve credit, FHFA took into account the needs of very low-, low-, and moderate-income families, the particular importance of manufactured housing, and the availability of its financing for these households. In determining eligible activities for the manufactured housing market, FHFA considered the safety and soundness implications for the Enterprises.

b. Regulatory and Additional Activities—Proposed §§ 1282.33(c), 1282.33(d)

The Safety and Soundness Act provides that the Enterprises “shall develop loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on manufactured homes for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families.” The statute does not enumerate specific activities or programs that the Enterprises must undertake in support of the manufactured housing market. Section 1282.33(b) of the proposed rule would specify eligible activities for the underserved manufactured housing market as activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families consisting of: i. Manufactured homes titled as real property; and ii. Manufactured housing communities. Manufactured homes titled as personal property are excluded from eligibility.

Section 1282.33(c) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for four specific types of activities which would constitute Regulatory Activities that the Enterprises must address in their Underserved Markets Plans by either indicating how they choose to undertake the Regulatory Activity or the reasons why they will not undertake the Regulatory Activity. The proposed Regulatory Activities are:

1. Mortgages on manufactured homes titled as real property under the laws of the state where the home is located; and

2. Mortgages on manufactured housing communities provided that:
   i. The community has 150 pads or less;
   ii. The community is government-, nonprofit-, or resident-owned; or
   iii. The community has certain minimum specified pad lease protections for tenants.

The Enterprises’ Underserved Markets Plans may also include Additional Activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low- and moderate-income families consisting of manufactured homes titled as real property and manufactured communities, subject to FHFA determination of whether such activities are eligible for Duty to Serve credit.

i. Manufactured Homes—Proposed § 1282.33(c)(1)

Under proposed § 1282.1, “manufactured home” would mean a manufactured home as defined in section 603(6) of the National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, and implementing regulations. Manufactured homes are built entirely in the factory, transported to the site, and installed under a federal building code administered by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Activities related to homes manufactured before June 15, 1976, generally referred to as “mobile homes,” would not receive Duty to Serve credit.

Different ownership, titling, and financing structures are available for manufactured housing, and this has a major impact on loan origination, servicing, and securitization requirements and practices. The unit may be titled and owned as personal property (chattel) or as real estate, depending on factors such as the property characteristics and state law. The borrower may or may not own the land underlying the unit. About three-fifths of manufactured housing residents who own their home also own the land on which it is sited. For example,

23 See 42 U.S.C. 5402(6), and implementing regulations.


25 See 42 U.S.C. 4565(a)(1), and implementing regulations.

22 See U.S. Commerce Department, Census Bureau, “Cost & Size Comparisons For New Manufactured Homes and New Single-Family Site-Built Homes” (2007–2013) [hereinafter “Census Table”], available at http://www.census.gov/construction/mhs/pdf/sitebuiltvsmh.pdf. The figure for site-built homes was arrived at by subtracting the “Derived Average Land Price” ($75,071) from the average sales price for a new single-family site built home ($324,500). See id.

23 Id.
most new manufactured homes are sited on private land and not in manufactured housing communities. Loans financing manufactured homes may be secured by a lien solely on the unit, separate liens on the unit and the underlying land, or a single lien covering both the unit and the underlying land. The units themselves tend to depreciate in value. After about three years, the typical manufactured home has a wholesale value of about half its original price. The Safety and Soundness Act provided mandatory conditions when an Enterprise has complied with the Duty to Serve the manufactured housing market, FHFA may consider loans secured by both real and personal property. As with the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, § 1282.33(c)(1) of this proposed rule would provide credit for Enterprise activities that facilitate a secondary market for manufactured homes titled as real property but not as chattel.

FHFA received comments on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule favoring Enterprise support for chattel financing from the manufactured housing industry, Members of Congress, and some consumer advocates. Many of these commenters noted that chattel is the far greater part of the manufactured housing market and that most manufactured housing borrowers would not have received any assistance under the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule. In addition, more than 3,700 individuals commented in support of chattel financing by the Enterprises, generally via form letters. Many emphasized their inability to sell their homes due to a scarcity of chattel financing for potential buyers.

TheSUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION for the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule highlighted performance concerns about chattel lending and also discussed their high interest rates, disadvantageous loan features, and relative paucity of borrower protections. These concerns remain, and some bear reiteration. There is no secondary market for recent-vintage, conventional chattel loans and the Enterprises do not buy them. Thus, analyzing performance data for conventional chattel loans is challenging. However, in Fannie Mae’s limited experience with chattel loans, the loans performed poorly. Despite Fannie Mae’s efforts, the chattel transactions revealed high levels of inconsistency in the quality and standardization of loan documentation. For example, something as basic as the value used in the loan-to-value calculation varied dramatically from dealer to dealer and made analysis and statistical modeling extremely challenging. In addition, the transactions also had much higher default rates and loss severities, which may be aggravated because the units depreciate substantially, and channels for reselling repossessed units can be limited. Moreover, chattel-titled units sited in manufactured housing communities may further lose value if they are subject to continuously increasing rents for the land on which the units are located.

A 2014 white paper by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) found that chattel loans have had higher interest rates (range from 50 to 500 basis points higher) and APRs on chattel loans are about 150 basis points higher on average than for mortgages on manufactured homes, despite the lack of economically substantial differences in income, debt-to-income ratios, credit scores, and loan-to-value ratios with real estate-titled borrowers. These disparities in rates might result in large measure from the significant depreciation in the value of chattel collateral, but the question remains whether this fully accounts for the differential in loan pricing. Chattel loans also lack the benefit of many federal laws and programs that assist real estate-titled borrowers, including in part or in whole, the Making Home Affordable Program of 2009, the Helping Families Save Their Homes Act of 2009, the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009, and the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA).
Also, except in those states where the debtor must receive notice of the right to cure a default, a lender can repossess a chattel-titled unit immediately upon default, without prior notice. These repossessions have included circumstances in which units were towed with the residents still in them and of significant damage to the unit’s porch, deck, air conditioner, plumbing and septic system.

There are also additional concerns about chattel loans from a secondary market perspective. The risks posed to secondary market investors by bankrupt chattel borrowers are greater than the risks posed by bankrupt real property borrowers. As discussed in a Fannie Mae prospectus:

Under certain circumstances, the security interest assigned to the trust [for the chattel loan] may become subordinate to the interests of other parties or may be vulnerable to the creditors of [the loan seller] in a bankruptcy situation. Further, even if steps are taken initially to perfect the security interest in the manufactured homes, if borrowers relocate or sell their manufactured homes, the related security interests could cease to be perfected. Certain other laws, including federal and state bankruptcy and insolvency laws and general equity principles may limit or delay a lender’s ability to repossess and resell the collateral.

Moreover, insurance comparable to private mortgage insurance protecting the lender, and therefore Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae, is generally unavailable for chattel loans. FHA has considered the relative opportunities and risks in addressing affordable housing needs through the chattel and real estate financing channels and has concluded that, under the proposed rule, the Enterprises may only receive Duty to Serve credit for activities related to facilitating a secondary market for mortgages on individual manufactured homes titled as real estate. While chattel loans may have some benefits for a borrower, such as being easier for the borrower to qualify for financing and having lower closing costs than real estate loans, FHA believes that the disadvantages to the borrower and the safety and soundness considerations for the Enterprises of currently available chattel loan programs outweigh benefits to the borrower in many instances.

The Enterprises may be able to use their market presence to expand the use of real estate financing for manufactured homes. CFPB estimates that 65 percent of borrowers who own their land financed their units as chattel rather than as real estate, and the Manufactured Housing Institute states that growing numbers of buyers are opting to place their homes on land they are purchasing or already own. Currently, about three-quarters of the states have statutorily-defined processes for converting a manufactured home’s title from chattel to real property. Improvements and changes in titling practices and laws could result in more manufactured homes financed as real estate and, therefore, being eligible for Duty to Serve credit under the rule as proposed. The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws has adopted a model law for enactment by the states that would allow a purchaser to elect to title the manufactured home as real property and benefit from many of the same legal protections as owners of site-built homes. Providing secondary market support to the real estate-financed manufactured home market raises the potential for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families to benefit from the associated lower rates, APRs, federal loan modification and refinancing programs, and enhanced consumer protections. Despite these possibilities for real estate-financing of manufactured homes, FHA is mindful that some chattel borrowers have significant financing needs now. Many current owners of chattel-financed homes are in distress because of their inability to sell their homes or refinance into more affordable loans because chattel financing is unavailable. Moreover, the majority of the manufactured housing market is chattel-financed, with 78 percent of new manufactured housing units placed in 2013 titled as chattel. In view of the significant financing needs of chattel borrowers, the safety and soundness and borrower protection concerns discussed above, CFPB specifically requests comments on what improvements could be made in originating and servicing that would make chattel loans safer for purchase by the Enterprises.

The Enterprises could pilot an initiative to purchase chattel loans, which could familiarize them with the risk and rewards of chattel financing and familiarize their counterparties with the types of origination, servicing, and consumer protection standards that would be required for any permanent


See Census Table, supra note 22.
chattel financing initiative. However, there may be substantial difficulties with establishing the protections and disclosures necessary to make chattel loans appropriate for Enterprise support. For example, there may be substantial difficulties in developing disclosures for borrowers analogous to those required under RESPA, particularly the prohibition on unearned referral fees and the requirements for disclosures to borrowers of closing costs, and in institutionalizing these disclosures among market participants. Beyond these operational concerns, developing RESPA-like protections may require legislative and regulatory changes. The same may be true for mandating that chattel borrowers have protections and remedies analogous to those that state law affords real estate borrowers in foreclosure. Given the considerable challenges and considerable investment an Enterprise chattel pilot would entail, the overall benefits of a pilot may be uncertain.

Under § 1282.38(b)(2) of the proposed rule, Duty to Serve credit would not be provided under any of the three underserved markets for Enterprise purchases of Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (HOEPA) loans, which are not currently eligible for sale to the Enterprises in any event.52

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

10. What existing Enterprise criteria (contained in Freddie Mac’s Manufactured Homes, Publication Number 387B and Fannie Mae’s Selling Guide, B5–2)53 for support of manufactured home loans titled as real property could be modified to expand support for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families, consistent with Enterprise safety and soundness?

11. Should Enterprise support for manufactured home loans titled as real property be a Regulatory Activity?

12. Should the Duty to Serve rule only give credit for support to manufactured home borrowers with specific needs, such as current borrowers with real estate mortgages with excessive coupon rates (and what should be considered “excessive”), or current borrowers with chattel loans who could benefit from conversion to real estate financing? If so, what kinds of needs would be appropriate?

13. Should the Enterprises receive credit for purchasing chattel loans, on an ongoing or pilot basis? If so what improvements should be made in the process for originating and servicing that would make chattel loans safer for purchase by the Enterprises and safer for borrowers?

14. Should Duty to Serve credit be available for Enterprise support of chattel-titled manufactured homes where the units are sited in manufactured housing communities for which an Enterprise has purchased the blanket loan and the blanket loan purchase qualifies for Duty to Serve credit?

15. If FHFA allows Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise support of chattel lending, should the tenant protections as described in “Manufactured Housing Communities with Tenant Protections—Proposed § 1282.33(c)(2)(ii)” below also be required? How could compliance with borrower and tenant protections be implemented and monitored within the operational systems and capacities of the Enterprises and those of their seller/servicers and other counterparties?

ii. Manufactured Housing Communities—Proposed § 1282.33(c)(2)

Section 1282.33(c)(2) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities related to facilitating a secondary market for mortgages on certain categories of manufactured housing communities. Under the proposed rule, three specific types of activities would constitute Regulatory Activities that the Enterprises would have to address in their Underserved Markets Plans by indicating how they will undertake one or more of the activities or the reasons why they will not undertake each of the activities. These three Regulatory Activities are:

a. Support for blanket mortgages on manufactured housing communities with 150 pads or less;

b. Support for blanket mortgages on government-chartered, or resident-owned manufactured housing communities; and

c. Support for blanket mortgages on manufactured housing communities that have certain specified minimum protections for tenants in the pad leases. A single manufactured housing community that fits more than one of these categories would be eligible for additional Duty to Serve credit.

Proposed § 1282.1 would define “manufactured housing community” as a tract of land under unified ownership and developed for the purpose of providing individual rental spaces for the placement of manufactured homes within its boundaries. The homes, which may be owner-occupied, i.e., chattel-owned, or leased from the community owner, are sited on pads. A unit owner leases the pad on which the owner-occupied unit is located, adding this cost to monthly payments on the chattel loan for the unit. Leased units may include the pad in the rent, or may require a separate rent for the pad. The total housing costs for any manufactured housing community resident typically include monthly utility payments, which can be significant.54

There are an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 manufactured home communities nationwide, and they typically have fewer than 200 pads.55 Manufactured housing communities tend to be in rural and lower-income areas.56 More than 50 percent of rental manufactured homes are concentrated in eight states.57

The development of new affordable manufactured housing communities faces challenges, and the continued existence of many communities that are located closer to urban areas is threatened. Zoning constraints, permit requirements, and rising land values deter the development of new affordable communities, while providing


54For information on payments that may be improper under RESPA, see generally “Resolving RESPA’s 8(b) Circuit Split.” 73 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1487 (Fall 2006). For information on required disclosures, see 12 U.S.C. 2603; Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection—Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (Regulation X), 12 CFR 1024.1 et seq.


incentives for owners to convert existing communities to uses other than affordable housing. Rent controls on communities in some jurisdictions benefit households, but may also contribute to a community owner’s decision to sell or convert affordable communities. At the same time, high-end communities are becoming more popular with investors, and the demand for the limited supply of high-end communities for sale has driven up community prices. Some types of manufactured housing communities have become highly desirable investments and have abundant financing options that may not be available to communities in secondary and tertiary markets, or those that use septic systems and wells.

Fannie Mae has been purchasing blanket loans on manufactured housing communities for more than 15 years. The blanket mortgages purchased by Fannie Mae on manufactured housing communities have performed as well as other multifamily loans in its portfolio. Freddie Mac only recently entered the manufactured housing community market, but its blanket loan program is now fully operational. To date, the blanket mortgages purchased by Freddie Mac on manufactured housing communities have performed consistently with Freddie Mac’s multifamily portfolio as a whole.

Commenters on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule were divided as to whether the Enterprises should receive Duty to Serve credit for supporting manufactured housing communities. Some commenters favored giving credit only for support of resident-owned manufactured housing communities, while other commenters recommended giving credit for not-for-profit-owned communities, while other commenters favored giving credit for both types of communities. FHFA has considered these comments, market changes since 2010, and the housing needs of very low-, low- and moderate-income households in developing the proposed requirements for the Duty to Serve the manufactured housing market, as further discussed below.

(1) Small Manufactured Housing Communities—Proposed § 1282.33(c)(2)(i)

Section 1282.33(c)(2)(i) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities related to facilitating a secondary market for mortgages on blanket loans on small manufactured housing communities, defined as communities with 150 pads or less, which would constitute a Regulatory Activity. Duty to Serve credit would be available for these communities regardless of the type of ownership, including nonprofit or resident.

Small manufactured housing communities compose the great bulk of the manufactured housing market, and are likely to be located in lower-income or rural areas. Experience suggests that, much like small multifamily rental properties, small manufactured housing communities are more likely to have lower pad or unit rents and, therefore, may be more affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families. Small manufactured housing communities often have fewer, if any, amenities, have less developed site infrastructure, and tend to have long-term residents. While these factors favor smaller term loans, for 5-year term loans communities an important source of affordable housing, they can also make financing more difficult to obtain.

Industry observation also indicates that local banks or credit unions frequently originate the loans obtained by smaller manufactured housing communities and hold the loans in portfolio. Although permanent financing may be available on relatively favorable terms in the current market, including less expensive loans with fixed interest rates, this has not been the case in all market conditions and for all community owners. Similar to the financing options available to small multifamily property owners, the financing more commonly available to owners of small manufactured housing communities has not been fully amortizing and loan terms have often been short, at the end of which time a balloon payment is due. The interest rates for loans on small manufactured housing communities were more likely to be adjustable and may likely have been higher than the rates available to owners of larger communities.

The manufactured housing community blanket loans that the Enterprises have purchased to date have tended to be loans on smaller manufactured housing communities. Many of the blanket loans purchased are for age-restricted communities, and are for properties located in only a few states. Duty to Serve credit is not needed to provide an incentive for Enterprise support for blanket loans for well-served manufactured housing communities that are less likely to have very low-, low-, or moderate-income interest rates.
families. Although the Enterprises’ underwriting guides do not exclude small manufactured housing communities, the Enterprises have not been significantly active in this market segment.

FHFA understands that extra efforts by the Enterprises may be necessary to support small manufactured housing communities due to economies of scale and operational considerations. Nevertheless, the Enterprises could play a role in supporting fixed rate, longer-term, fully amortizing financing than is currently available for small manufactured housing communities.

(2) Manufactured Housing Communities Owned by Governmental Units or Instrumentalities, Nonprofits, or Residents—Proposed § 1282.33(c)(2)(ii)

Section 1282.33(c)(2)(ii) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities related to facilitating a secondary market for mortgages on manufactured housing communities owned by governmental units or instrumentalities, nonprofits, or residents, which would constitute a Regulatory Activity.

The purpose of these types of manufactured housing communities is usually to serve lower-income residents. These communities tend to preserve the continued existence of the community, promote fair treatment of tenants, and help preserve permanent affordability. However, these communities often have difficulty obtaining financing due to typically lower profitability relative to communities with higher-income residents. One study found that residents of resident-owned communities “have consistent economic advantages over their counterparts in investor-owned communities, as evidenced by lower lot fees, higher average home sales prices, faster home sales, and access to fixed rate home financing.” Although government-

power may lead to “abuses” by the manufactured housing community owner.

Manufactured housing community tenants face significant costs and difficulties in relocating their units. Relocation costs can total between $3,000 and $5,000. Tenants are usually responsible for removing their own skirting, deck, steps, and landscaping prior to moving their units. The tenant may not be able to find a new manufactured housing community in which to live because the many communities are full or will not accept used units. Zoning regulations in some counties and municipalities prevent the placement of older units. Currently, neither Enterprise will purchase a mortgage secured by a manufactured home that has been moved.

See George Allen, “Manufactured-Home Communities Come of Age,” CCIM Institute (Oct. 1996), available at http://www.ccim.com/cire-magazine/articles/manufactured-home-communities/(“it takes 50 to 75—or even 100—rental home sites to generate an economy of scale that adequately rewards a passive investor, funds a centralized property management operation for a syndicator or real estate investment trust (REIT), and provides a satisfactory comfort factor for most lenders.”).


T4 See George Allen, “Manufactured-Home Communities Come of Age,” CCIM Institute (Oct. 1996), available at http://www.ccim.com/cire-magazine/articles/manufactured-home-communities/(“it takes 50 to 75—or even 100—rental home sites to generate an economy of scale that adequately rewards a passive investor, funds a centralized property management operation for a syndicator or real estate investment trust (REIT), and provides a satisfactory comfort factor for most lenders.”).


81 See Fannie Mae, Selling Guide, “B2—3:0 Special Property Eligibility and Underwriting Considerations: Factory-Built Housing (04/15/2014)” (Apr. 15, 2014) (“The unit must have not been previously installed or occupied at any other site or location.”), available at https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b2/3_0_02.html; Freddie Mac, 1 Single-Family Seller Servicer Guide H31.3(b) (Sept. 1, 2015).
Pad lease protections in manufactured housing communities are generally a matter of state or local law and, thus, these protections can vary widely. In light of concerns raised about the treatment of tenants in some manufactured housing communities, the proposed rule would include a list of pad lease protections that FHFA believes would be appropriate for Duty to Serve credit. Specifically, the proposed rule would provide that Enterprise support for a manufactured housing community that has, at a minimum, all of the following pad lease protections would receive Duty to Serve credit:

a. The lease term must be for a minimum of one year and renewable absent good cause;

b. There must be at least 30 days advance written notice of a rent increase;

c. There must be at least a five-day grace period for rent payments, and tenants must have the right to cure defaults on rent payments;

d. If the tenant defaults on rent payments, the tenant must have the right to:

i. Sell the tenant’s unit without having to first relocate it out of the community;

ii. Sublease or assign the lease for the unexpired term to the new buyer of the tenant’s unit without any unreasonable restraint;

iii. Post “For Sale” signs; and

iv. Have a reasonable period of time after an eviction to sell the unit; and,

e. Tenants must receive at least 120 days advance notice of a planned sale or closure of the community within which time the tenants, or an organization acting on behalf of a group of tenants, may match any bona fide offer for sale. The community owner shall consider the tenants’ offer and negotiate with them in good faith.

FHFA recognizes that an individual tenant is unlikely to be able to purchase a community by himself or herself. For this reason, the pad lease protections would allow tenants 120 days to match any bona fide offer for sale, giving tenants time to form a homeowners’ association or tenants’ association to purchase the community.

FHFA believes that the Enterprises can use their market influence in support of the pad lease protection standards described here becoming more of a norm in the industry. An Enterprise may verify that the pad leases in a manufactured housing community being served by the Enterprise contain, at a minimum, the specified tenant protections at the time the Enterprise purchases the blanket loan by obtaining a certification to this effect from the seller/servicer. Sellers and servicers would not be expected to oversee compliance by the manufactured housing community borrowers with these pad lease provisions. Likewise, FHFA would not require that the covenants in the blanket loan provide for default in the event of noncompliance with the tenant protections by the manufactured housing community borrower. The tenants, in their discretion, would be responsible for pursuing any private relief in those instances that may be available under state law.

Some commenters on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule favored tenant protections for any loan that receives Duty to Serve credit. Although the Enterprises are major participants in the manufactured housing community market and have some degree of influence, this is currently a highly competitive market. Requiring the tenant protections for the Duty to Serve eligibility of every manufactured housing community loan may simply incentivize community owners to seek funding elsewhere.

Manufactured housing communities subject to federal, state or local laws providing pad lease protections equal to or greater than those listed above would meet the requirements of the proposed rule. As an alternative to obtaining a seller/servicer certification of the pad lease protections for a community securing a loan purchased by an Enterprise, the Enterprise may verify that such laws apply to the community.

c. Evaluating Affordability for Manufactured Housing Communities—Proposed § 1282.39(g)

The Safety and Soundness Act provides that the Enterprises’ Duty to Serve manufactured housing activities must be for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families. Under the statute, “very low-income” is defined as having an income of 50 percent or less of the area median income, adjusted for household size; “low-income” is defined as having an income of 80 percent or less of the area median income, adjusted for household size; and “moderate-income” is defined as having an income of 100 percent or less of the area median income, adjusted for household size.

Owners of manufactured housing communities are unlikely to know the incomes of all of their residents at the time a blanket loan for the community is originated or sold to an Enterprise. In order for an Enterprise’s purchase of a blanket loan on a manufactured housing community to receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor, an alternative to requiring the Enterprises to obtain the income of the tenants in the community is needed. FHFA has previously established a proxy methodology for determining affordability for the Enterprises’ housing goals that uses total monthly housing costs (rents plus utility costs) instead of incomes. That methodology would be used for determining affordability of multifamily properties under this proposed rule. However, total monthly housing costs (unit owners’ total monthly note payments plus pad rent payments adjusted for bedroom size) in manufactured housing communities are generally not known to the owners of the communities. Accordingly, to determine affordability for manufactured housing communities, § 1282.39(g) of the proposed rule would set forth a methodology that would apply to manufactured housing communities, regardless of the type of ownership or size of the community. The methodology would compare the median income for the census tract in which the community is located with the median income for the entire metropolitan area in which the census tract is located.

For example, for a community located in a census tract where the median

---


87 See 80 FR 53392, 53432 (Sept. 3, 2015), to be codified at 12 CFR 1282.15(d)(1).
income does not exceed 100 percent of the median income of the area in which the census tract is located, all residents of the community would be deemed to have incomes not exceeding 100 percent of the area median income and, thus, would meet the definition of “moderate-income” in the Safety and Soundness Act. In this case, the entire unpaid principal balance of the loan on such a community would receive credit, provided the loan meets all other requirements of the regulation.

For a manufactured housing community located in a census tract where the median income exceeds the median income of the area in which the census tract is located, the area median income would be divided by the median income of the census tract to generate a percentage, which would then be multiplied by the unpaid principal balance of the blanket loan. For example, if the census tract’s median income is $125,000, the area median income is $100,000, and the unpaid principal balance of the loan is $1,000,000, the Enterprise would receive partial Duty to Serve credit of $800,000, as calculated in the following manner:

Step 1: $100,000 + $125,000 = 80%
Step 2: 80% × $1,000,000 = $800,000

FHFA recognizes that under this proposed methodology, the Enterprises could receive Duty to Serve credit for purchases of mortgages on manufactured housing communities that may have some residents with incomes exceeding the area median income. The proposed methodology takes this into account through the partial credit component of the methodology. FHFA believes that the proposed methodology is a reasonable approach that will result in Duty to Serve credit being provided for manufactured housing communities that largely serve income-eligible households.

Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data for 2013 show that 64 percent of originations of loans on manufactured housing units were for borrowers with incomes at or below 100 percent of area median income. Forty-eight percent of these borrowers were very low- or low-income.88

88 These percentages come from 2013 HMDA data on manufactured housing unit loan originations, including borrowers residing in manufactured housing communities as well as borrowers who owned the land on which their units were located. Borrower income was not reported in HMDA on 14 percent of originations. To arrive at the figures presented (64 percent at or below area median income and 36 percent above area median income), this 14 percent figure was subtracted from the total and the remainder adjusted proportionately as between originations above and below the median. FHFA is unaware of any reason the 14 percent of borrowers would disproportionately have incomes over 100 percent of area median income. The figures presented include home purchase and refinance loans, but not rehabilitation loans.

The American Housing Survey, shows that, as of 2013, the median income for “manufactured housing/mobile home” households was $28,400,89 while the estimated median income nationwide of all homeowners was $64,400.90 In 2009, 22 percent of manufactured housing residents had incomes at or below the federal poverty level.91 While the data do not indicate whether these borrowers reside in manufactured housing communities, they are indicative generally of the lower incomes of manufactured housing residents and suggest a higher likelihood that residents of manufactured housing communities have lower incomes.92 At the same time, giving Duty to Serve credit for a manufactured housing community that serves both lower-income and higher-income households may be desirable because it may contribute significant benefits to the low- and moderate-income households in the community and to the success and sustainability of the community.

There is substantial research on the benefits of mixed-income housing.93


Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):
18. Are there other segments of the manufactured housing market besides those discussed above that warrant Enterprise support under the Duty to Serve, such as communities located in lower-income or economically distressed areas?
17. Is the proposed limit of 150 pads for an eligible small manufactured housing community appropriate? Is there a different threshold that could better achieve the purposes of the Duty to Serve?
19. Are the proposed pad lease protections appropriate? Should any additional pad lease protections be required for an Enterprise to receive Duty to Serve credit?
20. Would the proposed methodology for determining affordability effectively approximate the incomes of the community’s tenants? Are there other approaches that could effectively approximate the incomes of manufactured housing community tenants to comply with the Duty to Serve family income requirements, e.g., the size of the blanket loan on the community or the size of the community?
21. Could governing or financing documents for the community provide a proxy for resident incomes? For communities owned by governmental units or instrumentalities, would regulations, handbooks or financing documents specifying income criteria for the residents be an appropriate indicator of tenant incomes? For nonprofit-owned and resident-owned communities, would the founding documents for the community, which describe its mission as serving lower-income families, or financing agreements or other documents from funding sources specifying the required income levels of intended beneficiaries, be appropriate indicators of tenant incomes? Is there any comparable documentation that could be applicable to communities with for-profit owners, e.g., where they have accepted income restrictions in order to accept Section 8 vouchers?
blanket loan on the community, should the incomes be used to determine affordability, and what operational concerns might be associated with transferring the income data to the Enterprises?

23. Are there other loan programs, terms or lending criteria that, if adopted, could increase Enterprise purchases of blanket loans on manufactured housing communities?

24. Should FHFA address geographic diversity of the Enterprises’ assistance for manufactured housing as part of the Duty to Serve manufactured housing community funding needs, and if so, how?

25. Since manufactured housing community acquisition loans may support large sales prices on existing communities which, in turn, may drive increases in pad rents and render the communities unaffordable to lower-income households, should acquisition loans be ineligible for Duty to Serve credit? Are there particular instances where acquisition loans benefit very low-, low-, and moderate-income households?

26. Would Enterprise refinance loans be particularly helpful to residents because they are long-term, fixed rate and relatively low-cost, which reduces the pressure on community owners to increase pad rents?

2. Affordable Housing Preservation Market—Proposed § 1282.34

a. Background

The Safety and Soundness Act provides that the Enterprises “shall develop loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market to preserve housing affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families,” including housing projects subsidized under certain specified federal grant, subsidy and mortgage insurance programs enumerated in the Act.94 Section 1282.34(c) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities related to facilitating a secondary market for mortgages on housing under any of these statutorily-enumerated programs.

In addition, § 1282.34(d) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities related to facilitating a secondary market for mortgages for: Existing small multifamily properties; energy efficiency improvements on existing multifamily rental properties; energy efficiency improvements on existing owner-occupied single-family properties; affordable homeownership preservation through shared equity homeownership programs; HUD’s Choice Neighborhoods Initiative; and HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstration program. Under the proposed rule, each of these activities would constitute a Regulatory Activity that the Enterprises must address in their Underserved Markets Plans by describing how they will undertake the activity or explaining the reasons why they will not undertake the activity. The Plans may also include Additional Activities that support housing for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families consisting of affordable rental housing preservation and affordable homeownership preservation, subject to FHFA determination of whether such activities are eligible for Duty to Serve credit.

b. Interpreting “Preservation”

The Safety and Soundness Act does not define the term “preservation” for the affordable housing preservation market. Preservation strategies for affordable rental housing and homeownership differ.

i. Affordable Rental Housing

For affordable rental housing, preservation is generally understood among affordable housing practitioners to mean preserving the affordability of the rents to tenants in existing properties, including preventing conversion of the properties to market rents at the end of the required long-term affordability retention periods, typically 15 years, which is also the time at which major rehabilitation of the properties is usually needed.95 This is consistent with the plain meaning of the term “preservation,” which is maintaining something in its existing state.96 The concept of “preservation” in the rental housing context is not generally understood to include new construction of rental properties.

However, the population has been expanding while the stock of affordable rental housing has been shrinking.97 The rate of new construction of affordable rental housing has not kept pace with the demand.98 Further, more desirable markets face particular upward rent pressure.99 One way to preserve affordability is to give credit for newly constructed rental units where long-term affordability is required by regulatory agreements, such as for at least 15 years, the standard affordability retention period for rental housing. In addition, some of the specifically enumerated programs under the affordable housing preservation market in the Safety and Soundness Act involve new construction, arguably indicating congressional intent that support for new construction be included under this market, although Congress may have intended only that support for existing properties under these programs at the point of their expiring regulatory agreements be included in this market.

FHFA specifically requests comments on whether the term “preservation” should be interpreted to allow Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise support for both the purchase of permanent construction take-out loans100 on rental properties with long-term affordability regulatory agreements and the purchase of refinanced mortgages on existing rental properties with long-term affordability regulatory agreements.

ii. Energy Efficiency Improvements on Existing Multifamily Rental Properties

Lowering energy and water use in multifamily buildings will reduce the total amount that tenants spend for the energy and water that they do use, thus reducing their utility consumption. This can be considered “preservation” under the affordable housing preservation market because housing costs are typically defined as rent plus utility costs. Thus, savings in utility consumption that reduce utility expenses may help maintain the overall affordability of rental housing for tenants. Accordingly, under the proposed rule, Enterprise support for energy and water efficiency improvements on existing multifamily properties affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families would be a Regulatory Activity, provided there are verifiable, reliable projections or expectations that the improvements financed by the loan will reduce energy and water consumption by the tenant by at least 15 percent. The reduced utility costs derived from the reduced consumption must not be offset by higher rents or other charges imposed by the property owner, and the reduced

95 This is the focus of HUD’s Office of Affordable Housing Preservation (recently renamed the Office of Recapitalization).
96 See Cambridge Dictionaries Online, definition of “preserve.”
98 Id.
99 Id.
100 The Enterprises purchase permanent construction take-out loans but not acquisition/development/construction loans.
utility costs must offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period.

iii. Energy Efficiency Improvements on Single-Family, First-Lien Properties

As with multifamily rental properties, preservation of affordable single-family properties (homeownership or rental) may also encompass lowering home energy costs. Lowering energy costs can help a homeowner to continue to afford mortgage payments and other housing costs and remain in the home or help a tenant afford rent. Under the proposed rule, Enterprise support for energy efficiency improvements on existing single-family, first-lien properties would be a Regulatory Activity provided there are verifiable, reliable projections or expectations that the improvements financed by the loan will reduce utility consumption by the homeowner or tenant by at least 15 percent. The reduced utility costs derived from the reduced consumption must offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period, and in the case of a single-family rental property, the reduced utility costs must not be offset by higher rents or other charges imposed by the property owner.

iv. Shared Equity Programs

For affordable homeownership, there are no regulatory agreements similar to those with affordable rental properties that expire at the 15-year point, when preservation of the units as affordable units to lower-income tenants is in jeopardy and rehabilitation of the property is often needed. Rather, preservation for affordable homeownership entails ensuring that the price of the home is affordable over a long-term period to initial and subsequent purchasers, whether purchasing a newly constructed home or an existing home. Shared equity programs offer this type of sustainable affordable homeownership. Under the proposed rule, Enterprise support of financing under shared equity programs that involve the creation of long-term affordable homeownership would be a Regulatory Activity, as further discussed below.

v. Choice Neighborhoods Initiative

The proposed rule would establish as a Regulatory Activity Enterprise support for HUD’s Choice Neighborhoods Initiative (CNI).101 Created after the enactment of HERA, CNI seeks to preserve and transform distressed, HUD-supported affordable housing. CNI focuses on creating mixed-income housing and investing in neighborhood improvements and upgrades. The proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities supporting permanent financing under CNI.

vi. Rental Assistance Demonstration Program

The proposed rule would establish as a Regulatory Activity Enterprise support for HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program.102 Also created after the enactment of HERA, the RAD program seeks to improve and preserve distressed, HUD-supported affordable housing. The program enables public housing authorities to tap outside sources of capital to renovate and preserve housing affordable to very low-income households. The proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities supporting permanent financing under the RAD program.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):
27. Are there other options on how to interpret preservation of multifamily or single-family affordable housing that FHFA should consider?
28. Should FHFA require that preservation activities extend the property’s regulatory agreement that restricts household incomes and rents for some minimum number of years, such as 10 years, beyond the date of the Enterprises’ loan purchase? If so, what would be an appropriate minimum period of long-term affordability for the extended use regulatory agreement?
29. Should Enterprise purchases of permanent construction takeout loans on new affordable multifamily rental properties with extended-use regulatory agreements that will keep rents affordable for a specified long-term period, such as 15 years or more, receive credit under the affordable housing preservation market? What would be an appropriate period of long-term affordability for the extended-use regulatory agreements?

vii. Statutory Activities—Proposed § 1282.34(c)

The Safety and Soundness Act of 1949 (12 U.S.C. 1461) and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act of 1991 (12 U.S.C. 1831j), as amended, 42 U.S.C. 1437f; and other statutes that authorize the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) to take regulatory actions that will keep rents affordable for a specified long-term period, such as 15 years or more, receive credit under the affordable housing preservation market? What would be an appropriate period of long-term affordability for the extended-use regulatory agreements?

104 See Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, “The State of the Nation’s
become at risk when rent affordability restrictions in the regulatory agreements or subsidies expire upon loan maturity or contract expiration, or upon early sale or refinancing of the property, or when properties have deteriorated and become unsafe or uninhabitable. The Enterprises play an important role in helping to preserve subsidized rental housing by purchasing first lien mortgages that combine refinancing of existing debt with additional financing for rehabilitation, which enables the subsidies and the regulatory agreements to be extended. FHFA will pay particular attention to the number of rental properties nationwide that are at risk of losing their subsidies and the extent of the Enterprises’ support for helping to preserve this housing resource.

The Enterprises currently offer specialized loan purchase programs that are designed to provide permanent financing for several of the statutorily-enumerated programs and, in particular, the Section 8 rental assistance and LIHTC programs, and they actively participate in the preservation of this housing stock. However, some of the other statutorily-enumerated programs are either grant programs or FHA full insurance programs for which there is no known role for the Enterprises’ loan purchase programs and no history of their participation. The status of each program and the role that the Enterprises could play in assisting each is discussed below.

i. HUD Section 8 Rental Assistance Program

Under HUD’s Section 8 rental assistance program, property owners receive rent payment subsidies from HUD covering the difference between the market rent for a unit and the tenant’s rent contribution. This program has a rent affordability requirement, which is that 30 percent of the tenant’s adjusted gross income contribute to rent and utilities. HUD provides rental assistance in the form of vouchers or certificates that move with the individual household, or through contractual obligations with the property owner, known as Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) contracts.

Both Enterprises purchase loans on properties with Section 8 HAP contracts or with units supported by Section 8 vouchers or certificates. Properties supported by Section 8 rental assistance represent a significant portion of the Enterprises’ existing affordable housing loan purchases.

Several commenters on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule stated that the Enterprises’ underwriting guidelines were unnecessarily strict and limit their ability to provide adequate support for financing of Section 8-assisted properties. That is because the Enterprises do not recognize all of the Section 8 rental income in their loan underwriting and also require high reserves to protect against annual appropriations risk on HAP contracts.

In the commenters’ view, the Enterprises’ requirements make refinancing more difficult or infeasible, or result in smaller loan amounts with fewer funds available for property rehabilitation. Under the Request for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are ways the Enterprises can extend their support for Section 8-assisted properties, including potential changes to their underwriting and reserve requirements that are consistent with safety and soundness.

ii. HUD Section 236 Interest Rate Subsidy Program

Under the Section 236 program, HUD subsidizes the interest rate down to one percent on mortgages on multifamily properties, known as Interest Reduction Payments (IRP), in exchange for restrictions on the rents to affordable levels for the term of the mortgage, but no fewer than 20 years. HUD data indicate that approximately 110 properties have subsidized interest rate loans that will mature in 2015, 2016 and 2017. HUD permits the optional continuation of IRP assistance when projects assisted under Section 236 are refinanced. Both Enterprises currently have specialized programs to purchase refinanced mortgages on Section 236 subsidized loans that maintain the interest rate subsidy in accordance with HUD requirements. Under the Request for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are ways the Enterprises can extend their support for the Section 236 program.

iii. HUD Section 221(d)(4) FHA Insurance Programs

HUD’s Section 221(d)(4) FHA insurance program provides financing for the new construction or substantial rehabilitation of multifamily properties, and for permanent financing when construction is completed. The program does not require affordability restrictions on the rents and there are no income limits for tenants, thus properties financed under this program may, and often do, provide market-rate housing.

There is no obvious role for the Enterprises to support projects funded under the Section 221(d)(4) program other than to refinance the original loans and remove the properties from the FHA insurance program. In their comments on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, both Enterprises stated that activities related to refinancing Section 221(d)(4) loans on affordable housing properties should count towards the Duty to Serve as preservation activities if the properties are affordable and if the use agreement is extended.

Under the Requests for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are other ways the Enterprises can support properties currently funded under the Section 221(d)(4) program.

iv. HUD Section 202 Housing Program for Elderly Households

HUD’s Section 202 program for low-income elderly households is a capital advance program under which HUD provides construction or rehabilitation funds and rental subsidies. Properties financed under this program have long-term use agreements for the term of the loan, which can expire upon early sale or refinancing or at loan maturity and put the properties at risk of conversion to market-rate rents. Refinancing Section 202 properties allows the owners to obtain additional funds for rehabilitation and to extend the rental subsidies and use agreements.

Most Section 202 properties are refinanced through FHA insurance programs, which offer favorable financing terms, including lower debt service coverage ratios, more favorable underwriting treatment of the rental subsidy income, higher loan-to-value ratios, and longer loan terms than are offered by conventional mortgage lenders. Thus, refinancing under the FHA insurance programs usually results in a larger loan amount and more funds available to the owner for rehabilitation and reserves.

By actively pursuing Section 202 refinancing opportunities, the

106 “Appropriations risk” is the possibility that Congress will appropriate no or less funds for a program than requested by the executive branch.

Enterprises would provide owners with more refinancing options and give owners access to adjustable-rate mortgages with lower interest rates and shorter maturities. In 2011, legislative changes to further facilitate refinancing of Section 202 properties were enacted into law. These changes could further increase Enterprise opportunities to support the recapitalization and preservation of Section 202 housing.

Under the Requests for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are other ways the Enterprises can support properties currently funded under the Section 202 program.

v. HUD Section 811 Housing Program for Disabled Households

HUD’s Section 811 program is a capital advance and rental assistance program for low-income disabled persons. Section 811 properties carry no debt, and HUD rental subsidies cover the difference between operating expenses and rental income; excess cash flow produced by the properties is minimal. There is no obvious role for the Enterprises to support projects funded under this program and the Enterprises have never supported mortgage financing under this program. However, under the Request for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are ways the Enterprises could support the Section 811 program.

vi. McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act Programs

Programs under title IV of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act provide supportive housing grants to help homeless persons, especially homeless families with children, transition to independent living. Not-for-profit organizations that develop this supportive housing use a combination of grant and financing sources, and the projects typically do not involve debt financing. There is no obvious role for the Enterprises to support projects funded under this program and the Enterprises have never supported mortgage financing under this program. However, under the Request for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are ways the Enterprises can support this program.

30. Are there other ways the Enterprises can support the statutorily-enumerated programs in addition to those discussed above?
31. In what ways, including potential responsible changes to their underwriting and reserve requirements, could the Enterprises prudently extend their support for Section 8-assisted properties?
32. Are there ways in which the Enterprises could extend their support for the HUD Section 236 Interest Rate Subsidy Program?
33. Are there additional ways in which the Enterprises could support properties currently funded under HUD Sections 202 and 896?


311 Inclusionary zoning refers to local government planning ordinances that require a specified portion of the units in newly constructed housing to be reserved for and affordable to very low- to moderate-income households.

vii. USDA Sections 515 Rural Housing Programs

Under USDA’s Section 515 program, USDA provides direct loans and rental assistance to develop rental housing for low-income households in rural locations. Both Enterprises currently purchase loans originated under the Section 515 program. Under the Request for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether there are ways the Enterprises can extend their support for the Section 515 program.

viii. Federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credits (LIHTC)

Under the LIHTC program, investors purchase tax credits to provide equity to off-set the development costs of rental housing properties with long-term regulatory agreements that require the housing to remain affordable for very low- or low-income households. The Enterprises offer specialized loan purchase programs to refinance and rehabilitate existing LIHTC properties in conjunction with extension of their regulatory use agreements, and are an important source of financing for preservation of older LIHTC projects.

The Enterprises were significant LIHTC equity investors from the inception of the LIHTC program until the mid-2000s, but ceased investing before entering conservatorship in 2008. To date, FHFA has not approved Enterprise resumption of this activity. The LIHTC equity investment market has also changed and is now highly liquid and dominated by bank and insurance company investors. The Safety and Soundness Act provides for an investment and grants assessment factor when evaluating compliance with the Duty to Serve, and permitting the Enterprises to resume equity investments in LIHTCs would be one way to meet that assessment factor. Under the Requests for Comments section below, FHFA specifically requests comments on whether the Enterprises should resume equity investments in LIHTC projects.

ix. Comparable State and Local Affordable Housing Programs

In addition to the specifically enumerated programs in the Safety and Soundness Act, the Act provides that the Enterprises shall facilitate a secondary market for “comparable state and local affordable housing programs.” Under the proposed rule, an Enterprise may include such programs in its Underserved Markets Plan subject to FHFA determination of whether such programs are eligible for Duty to Serve credit. Examples of such comparable programs for multifamily housing that could receive Duty to Serve credit include support for properties that restrict all or a portion of their units for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families due to participation in density bonuses or property tax abatements, state or local affordable housing programs, state LIHTC programs, programs for redevelopment of government-owned land or buildings as affordable housing, and inclusionary zoning requirements.

Examples of comparable state and local programs for single-family affordable housing that could receive Duty to Serve credit include local neighborhood stabilization programs (NSP) that enable communities to address problems related to mortgage foreclosure and abandonment through the purchase and redevelopment of foreclosed or abandoned homes for very low-, low-, or moderate-income households. After the financial crisis, state and local government NSPs were partially funded by HUD. Most commenters on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule that addressed the issue supported giving credit for Enterprise assistance to the HUD-funded NSP, as well as for other state and local foreclosure and abandonment prevention programs. FHFA believes that any NSP or other state or local foreclosure and abandonment prevention programs that benefit very low-, low-, or moderate-income families could receive Duty to Serve credit.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

32. Are there ways in which the Enterprises could extend their support for the HUD Section 236 Interest Rate Subsidy Program?
33. Are there additional ways in which the Enterprises could support properties currently funded under HUD Sections 202 and 896?
Section 221(d)(4) FHA Insurance Program?

34. Are there other ways in which the Enterprises could support properties currently funded the HUD Section 202 Housing Program for Elderly Households?

35. Are there ways in which the Enterprises could support the HUD Section 811 Housing Program for Disabled Households?

36. Are there ways in which the Enterprises could support McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act programs?

37. Are there other ways in which the Enterprises could extend their support for the USDA Section 515 Rural Housing Program?

38. Are there other federal affordable housing programs that the Enterprises could support that should receive Duty to Serve credit but that are not enumerated in § 1282.34(c) of the proposed rule? What safety and soundness concerns should be considered in determining Enterprise participation in any of the programs discussed above?

39. What safety and soundness concerns should be considered in determining Enterprise participation in any of the programs discussed above?

40. Should FHFA allow the Enterprises to resume LIHTC equity investments that would substitute Enterprise equity funding for private investment capital without materially benefiting the projects?

41. If FHFA allows the Enterprises to resume LIHTC equity investments, should FHFA limit investments to those that promote residential economic diversity, for example, by investing in LIHTC properties located in high opportunity areas, as proposed to be defined in § 1282.1, to address concerns raised about the disproportionate siting of LIHTC housing (non-senior) in low-income areas and the effect on residential segregation?

42. Should FHFA consider permitting the Enterprises to act as the guarantor of equity investments in projects by third-party investors provided any such guarantee is safe and sound and consistent with the Enterprise’s Charter Act? If so, what types of guarantees should the Enterprises offer?

43. If FHFA permits the resumption of LIHTC equity investments, should Duty to Serve credit be provided only for LIHTC equity investments in projects with expiring subsidies or projects in need of refinancing, or should Duty to Serve credit also be given for LIHTC equity investments in new construction projects with regulatory agreements that assure long-term rental affordability?

44. If FHFA allows the Enterprises to resume LIHTC investments, should FHFA limit such investments to those that promote residential economic diversity, for example, by investing in LIHTC properties located in high opportunity areas, as proposed to be defined in § 1282.1, to address concerns raised about the disproportionate siting of LIHTC housing (non-senior) in low-income areas and the effect on residential segregation?

45. Should FHFA consider permitting the Enterprises to act as the guarantor of equity investments in projects by third-party investors provided any such guarantee is safe and sound and consistent with the Enterprise’s Charter Act? If so, what types of guarantees should the Enterprises offer?

46. Should FHFA consider permitting the Enterprises to act as the guarantor of equity investments in projects by third-party investors provided any such guarantee is safe and sound and consistent with the Enterprise’s Charter Act? If so, what types of guarantees should the Enterprises offer?
Based on FHFA’s most recent inflation adjustment, the asset cap is now $1,123,000,000.115
Section 1282.1 of the proposed rule would define a “federally insured credit union” in accordance with the definition of “insured credit union” in the Federal Credit Union Act.116 The Federal Credit Union Act defines an “insured credit union” as a credit union subject to the asset cap whose deposits are insured under the Federal Credit Union Act,117 whereas the definition of “insured credit union” in section 1752(7) of title 12 is limited to insured credit unions subject to the asset cap.118
Over time, a reliable secondary market for loans on small multifamily properties could develop to provide these originating lenders with additional liquidity. Thus, the Duty to Serve regulation could complement the housing goals regulation by encouraging greater and more comprehensive Enterprise support for the liquidity needs of small multifamily properties.

Requests for Comments
FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):
46. Are there other affordable housing preservation activities for small multifamily properties beyond those discussed above that should receive Duty to Serve credit?
47. Should an Enterprise’s purchase and securitization of loan pools from non-depository community development financial institutions, community financial institutions, and federally insured credit unions subject to the asset cap, where the loan pools are backed by existing small multifamily properties, be a Regulatory Activity?
48. How could the Enterprises provide further support for the financing or liquidity needs of small multifamily properties? Should another type of support for small multifamily properties be a specific Regulatory Activity?
49. How could the Enterprises provide support for the liquidity needs of smaller banks and community-based lenders that finance small multifamily properties, for example by buying and securitizing loan pools these lenders have originated? What kind of Enterprise support would encourage these types of lenders to increase their financing of these properties?
50. Do the proposed definitions of “community development financial institution,” “community financial institution,” and “federally insured credit union” subject to the asset cap sufficiently capture smaller banks and community-based lenders for Duty to Serve purposes?
ii. Energy Efficiency Improvements on Multifamily Properties—Proposed § 1282.34(d)(2)
Section 1282.34(d)(2) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise support for energy and water efficiency improvements on existing multifamily properties affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families, provided there are verifiable, reliable projections or expectations that the improvements financed by the loan will reduce energy and water consumption by the tenant by at least 15 percent, the reduced utility costs derived from reduced consumption must not be offset by higher rents or other charges imposed by the property owner, and the reduced utility costs will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period. This activity would constitute a Regulatory Activity that the Enterprises would have to address in their Underserved Markets Plans by indicating how they choose to undertake the activity or the reasons why they will not undertake the activity.
Improved energy efficiency and reduced energy consumption in multifamily housing is a broadly acknowledged public policy goal. Energy expenses, principally in the form of heating, cooling, water consumption and electricity use (collectively, utilities) consume a growing part of the incomes of very low-, low-, and moderate-income households. When these high utility costs are added to the cost of rent, multifamily housing becomes increasingly unaffordable. In recent years, energy cost increases in multifamily housing have outpaced rent increases (which have significantly exceeded the rate of inflation). A 2011 HUD study found that while average rents increased by 7.6 percent from 2001 to 2009, energy costs to renters increased by almost 23 percent during this same period.119
Lowering energy and water use in multifamily buildings will reduce the total amount that tenants spend for the energy and water that they do use, thus reducing their utility consumption. This can be considered “preservation” under the affordable housing preservation market because housing costs are typically defined as rent plus utility costs. Thus, savings in utility consumption that reduce utility expenses may help maintain the overall affordability of rental housing for tenants. Owners of multifamily properties also benefit from energy efficiency improvements through reduced common area utility expenses, which could relieve pressure on owners to raise rents to cover increased utility costs. Owners also derive indirect benefits from unit-based energy efficiency improvements, including rendering a property more marketable to potential tenants. Enterprise support for energy efficiency improvements could include specialized loan programs or efforts to educate lenders about the benefits of energy improvements and conservation. Given the Enterprises’ market reach, they could have a significant impact on promoting energy efficiency improvements and conservation in a broad range of multifamily properties if lenders were properly educated and incented.

Requests for Comments
FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):
51. Should Enterprise support for multifamily properties that include energy improvements resulting in a reduction in the tenant’s energy and water consumption and utility costs be a Regulatory Activity?
52. How can the Enterprises provide more outreach to lenders regarding the Enterprises’ energy improvement products?
53. Should the Enterprises require the lender to verify before the closing of an energy improvement loan that there are reliable and verifiable projections or expectations that the proposed energy

112 See 12 CFR 1263.1.
113 Id.; 12 U.S.C. 1811 et seq.
114 See 12 CFR 1263.1.
115 See 80 FR 6712 (Feb 6, 2015).
117 Id.
improvements will likely reduce the tenant’s energy and water consumption and utility costs and, if so, what standards of reliability, verifiability and likelihood of reduced consumption and costs should be required?

54. Should the Enterprises be required to verify, after the closing of an energy improvement loan, that the energy improvements financed actually reduced the tenant’s energy and water consumption and utility costs and, if so, how can they verify this?

55. What if any ongoing monitoring should be required to measure the effectiveness of financed energy improvements in reducing tenants’ energy and water consumption and utility costs?

56. For the proposed requirement that the reduced utility costs will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period, should a reasonable time period be defined and, if so, how?


Section 1282.34(d)(3) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise support of energy efficiency improvement loans on single-family (homeownership or rental), first-lien properties affordable to very low-, low-, or moderate-income households, provided that there are verifiable, reliable projections or expectations that the improvements financed by the loans will reduce energy and water consumption by the homeowner or tenant by at least 15 percent, the reduced utility costs derived from the reduced consumption will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period, and in the case of a single-family rental property, the reduced utility costs must not be offset by higher rents or other charges imposed by the property owner. This activity would constitute a Regulatory Activity that the Enterprises would have to address in their Underserved Markets Plans by indicating how they choose to undertake the activity or the reasons why they will not undertake the activity.

Studies have found that consumers earning below $20,000 a year spend 10 percent of their income on utilities compared to 6 percent spent by consumers with incomes above $70,000. 119 The experience of homeowners at these income levels likely parallels those of the broader consumer category.

Enterprise support for single-family energy efficiency loans with resulting savings accruing to the homeowners or tenants may help lower their total housing costs and thereby help preserve affordable housing. In addition, savings from energy efficiency upgrades may be correlated with better borrower loan performance. A 2013 study found that, controlling for other loan determinants, default risks are on average 32 percent lower in energy-efficient homes; some of these lower default risks may benefit very low-, low-, and moderate-income borrowers. The study also found that borrowers in energy efficient homes are 25 percent less likely to prepay their mortgages,120 a loan characteristic that investors generally find appealing.121 However, as comprehensive home energy improvements cost between $5,000 and $15,000, the upfront costs of energy efficiency improvements constitute a significant barrier to very low-, low-, and moderate-income homeowners, who generally lack significant financial resources to pay for such improvements.122 Financing for single-family energy efficiency loans can be further hampered by lender reluctance to consider energy savings in their loan underwriting procedures.123


Finally, because identifying energy efficiency as the loan purpose can complicate automated underwriting, borrowers may choose not to specify that the home improvements are intended for energy efficiency purposes.

Fannie Mae currently supports the financing of single-family energy efficiency improvements through its “Energy Improvement Feature” (EI Feature) and HomeStyle Renovation mortgage.124 EI Feature loans cover both purchase money loans and refinances of preexisting loans. Borrowers can use purchase or refinance proceeds, of up to 10% of the “as completed” appraised value, to finance both the property and energy improvements, as long as certain conditions are met. In all cases, the EI Feature loan must be in first lien position. The EI Feature has seen limited borrower participation, which could be due to one or more of the factors described above or because financing for energy efficiency improvements is already occurring in Fannie Mae’s standard business.

The HomeStyle Renovation mortgage enables a borrower to obtain a purchase transaction or cash-out refinance mortgage to cover the costs of energy improvements to the property. Borrowers can use purchase or refinance proceeds, of up to 50% of the “as completed” appraised value, to finance both the property and the energy improvements, as long as certain conditions are met. In all cases, the HomeStyle Renovation mortgage must be in first lien position.

Fannie Mae does not currently offer loan products specifically for single-family energy efficiency loans, but like Fannie Mae, likely publishes loans with energy efficiency components as part of its standard business.

Given the difficulty of developing functional single-family energy efficiency mortgage products, possible Objectives that could be included in an Underserved Markets Plan might focus initially on developmental actions such as: (i) Working with lenders to develop education programs to encourage energy efficiency improvement loans, including conservation programs, for very low-, low-, or moderate-income households in single-family properties; (ii) working with a wider range of locally-based lenders to encourage energy efficiency components in purchase money loans or limited cash-out refinances; and (iii) developing products that result in the

introduction of energy efficiency components into loans that meet the proposed rule’s requirements.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

57. How can the Enterprises work with potential lenders to facilitate financing for energy efficiency improvement loans on single-family properties?

58. What is a reasonable time period for the reduced utility costs from energy efficiency improvements to offset the upfront costs of the improvements?

59. Should Enterprise support for single-family properties that include energy improvements resulting in a reduction in the homeowner’s or tenant’s energy and water consumption and utility costs be a Regulatory Activity?

60. How can the Enterprises provide more outreach to lenders regarding the Enterprises’ energy improvement loan products?

61. Should the Enterprises require the lender to verify before the closing of a single-family energy improvement loan that there are reliable and verifiable projections or expectations that the proposed energy improvements will likely reduce energy and water consumption and utility costs and, if so, what standards of reliability, verifiability and likelihood of reduced consumption and costs should be required?

62. Should the Enterprises be required to verify, after the closing of a single-family energy improvement loan, that the energy improvements financed actually reduced energy and water consumption and utility costs and, if so, how can they verify this?

63. For the proposed requirement that the reduced utility costs will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period, should a reasonable time period be defined and, if so, how?

iv. Preservation of Long-Term Affordable Homeownership Through Shared Equity Programs—Proposed § 1282.34(d)(4)

Section 1282.34(d)(4) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities related to affordable homeownership preservation through shared equity homeownership programs. Shared equity programs include programs administered by community land trusts, other nonprofit organizations, or State or local governments that:

(1) Ensure affordability for at least 30 years or as long as permitted under state law through a ground lease, deed restriction, subordinate loan or similar legal mechanism that makes residential real property affordable to very low-, low-, or moderate-income families. The legal instrument ensuring affordability must also stipulate a preemptive option to purchase the homeownership unit from the homeowner at resale to preserve the affordability of the unit for successive very low-, low-, or moderate-income families;

(2) Monitor the homeownership unit to ensure affordability is preserved over resales; and

(3) Support the homeowners to promote successful homeownership for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families.

Under the proposed rule, this activity would constitute a Regulatory Activity that the Enterprises would have to address in their Underserved Markets Plans by indicative how they choose to undertake the activity or the reasons why they will not undertake the activity.

Affordability of homeownership through shared equity programs is preserved either by:

(1) Resale restrictions through deed restrictions or ground leases administered by governmental units or instrumentalities, or nonprofit entities and designed to keep the home affordable over resales; or

(2) Subordinate loan programs, often called “shared appreciation loan programs,” that are administered by governmental units or instrumentalities, or nonprofit entities where second mortgage loans are due upon sale and typically structured with zero percent interest. Upon sale at market value, the homeowner repays the loan amount and a portion of the appreciation. The government or nonprofit entity uses its share of the appreciation to make the same home affordable to a subsequent income-eligible homebuyer.

Shared equity programs utilize various legal mechanisms to preserve affordability, but all shared equity programs make home purchase affordable for a very low-, low-, or moderate-income buyer and limit the homeowner’s proceeds upon resale to make the same home affordable to a subsequent income-eligible buyer.

While much of the affordable housing preservation emphasis is on rental housing, homeownership preservation is also important. Homeownership can offer advantages over renting, such as the opportunity to accumulate wealth from tenure, including repaying principal through forced savings, and greater residential control and stability.125 Although it also bears risks for lower-income households,126 Homeownership continues to be the primary source of wealth among lower-income households.127 A comprehensive approach to affordable housing preservation should include strategies that preserve not only


126 See, e.g., Carolina Katz Reid, Center for Studies in Demography and Ecology, University of Washington, “Achieving the American Dream? A Longitudinal Analysis of the Homeownership Experiences of Low-Income Households,” (CSDE Working Paper 04–04) (Apr. 2004), available at https://csde.washington.edu/downloads/04/04.pdf. Reid discusses the following risks of homeownership for low-income households: (1) The risk of leaving homeownership, usually due to divorce or unemployment; (2) high mortgage payments in relation to income; and (3) increased debt and equity home owners experience as much from homeownership as wealthier, Caucasian buyers. Reid concludes that more emphasis is needed on supporting low-income households after they become homeowners. While Reid did not consider the non-financial benefits of homeownership, Reid notes that almost every person she interviewed expressed satisfaction with having become a homeowner, citing various non-financial benefits. Reid concludes that the challenge in homeownership is developing policies that make homeownership achievable and sustainable. See also Christopher E. Herbert, Daniel T. McCue & Rocio Sanchez-Moyano, Joint Center for Housing Studies, Harvard University, “Is Homeownership Still an Effective Means of Building Wealth for Low-income and Minority Households? (Was it Ever?)” (Sept. 2013), available at http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/sites/jchs.harvard.edu/files/bib-dl.pdf.

affordable rental housing, but also affordable homeownership.

The 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule focused primarily on preserving affordable rental housing and not affordable homeownership. One commenter, a nonprofit engaged in homeownership work, recommended crediting shared equity homeownership activities under the Duty to Serve, citing the importance of broadening the availability of homeownership. Another commenter, a nonprofit focused on rental housing, opposed giving preservation credit to homeownership programs on the basis that it might divert attention from rental housing.

Without detracting from the importance of preserving affordable rental housing, FHFA seeks to encourage enhanced Enterprise support for a variety of shared equity options so that communities would have the flexibility to determine which, if any, shared equity approach best suits their needs and have that option eligible for Duty to Serve for the Enterprises. The Enterprises are uniquely positioned to help increase financing for the preservation of affordable homeownership units over the long-term by developing infrastructure that would make it easier for lenders to deliver mortgage loans on shared equity homes to the Enterprises for purchase.

Shared equity homes remain affordable for very low-, low-, or moderate-income households for at least 30 years or as long as permitted under state law, for the initial purchaser as well as for any successive income-eligible owners of the home during that period. Shared equity homeownership programs are administered by either government or nonprofit entities. These entities make home purchase affordable to the initial low- or moderate-income household, and ensure the home remains affordable to subsequent lower- or moderate-income purchasers, sale after sale. In return for being able to purchase homes that are affordable, homeowners contractually agree to limit the proceeds they receive upon resale to keep their homes affordable for subsequent income-eligible purchasers.

The affordability of the home is maintained for subsequent purchasers in one of two ways. One way is to restrict the resale price of the home through a deed restriction or a ground lease designed to keep the resale price below market value so the home remains affordable over resales. A second way is to use a shared appreciation loan agreement, in which the resale price remains at the market value, but the amount of subsidy increases in a self-sustaining way to keep pace with the gap between the market value and the lower price at which the home is affordable to low- and moderate-income households. Each time the home is sold, at market rate, the program’s share of equity, in the form of the shared appreciation, is retained as “public investment,” i.e., the subsidy, and passed along to the new buyer of the same home in the form of a second mortgage. This second mortgage is typically at zero percent interest and is fully due upon sale. While this subsidy retention vehicle is technically a second mortgage, it does not have many of the features commonly associated with mortgage debt.

Shared equity programs usually have requirements that the buyer use the home as a primary residence and qualify for financing, and many allow the government or nonprofit entity to charge modest fees that cover the cost of operating the program. The government or nonprofit entity is sometimes referred to as a “sponsor.” Under the proposed rule, the government or nonprofit sponsor would have the ongoing responsibility to monitor the home to ensure that affordability is preserved over resales, and support the homeowner where possible. Having a sponsor may also have the effect of minimizing/mitigating potential foreclosures. The proposed rule would require the sponsor to stipulate a preemptive right to purchase the unit from the homeowner at resale for a price determined by a contractual formula that would preserve affordability of the unit.

In contrast, downpayment or closing cost assistance programs, which represent another mechanism for making homeownership affordable to lower-income households, would not meet the purpose of long-term preservation of affordability under the Duty to Serve. In downpayment and closing cost assistance programs, the program sponsor provides a subsidy to the initial homebuyer as a grant, or sometimes as a forgivable loan that converts to a grant generally between five and 15 years after purchase. This assistance helps to make the purchase of a home affordable by lowering the buyer’s downpayment or closing costs, usually by a smaller amount than is available through shared equity programs. While the initial homebuyer benefits from any appreciation in the value of the home, this type of assistance does not preserve long-term affordability of the home for subsequent purchasers, because these programs do not restrict the initial homebuyer’s return from the sale of the property. Hence, under the traditional downpayment/closing cost assistance model, additional public subsidy would often be required to help subsequent lower-income homebuyers purchase homes.

The three most common contractual arrangements for achieving shared equity homeownership preservation are deed restricted covenants, ground leases, and shared appreciation loans, which are described below.

- **Deed Restricted Covenants.** A restricted covenant that is appended to an owner-occupied property’s deed when a home is purchased at below-market value. The covenant stipulates resale restrictions to ensure the home is sold at an affordable price, usually below-market value, to another eligible household in the future. Restricted covenants are in effect for 30 years or longer, depending upon state law. Restricted covenants are frequently used for single-family units (e.g., condominium and cooperative units) in multifamily homeownership buildings, which would also be eligible for Duty to Serve credit. Restricted covenants are also frequently used by inclusionary housing programs.

- **Ground Leases.** Ground leases are most frequently used by community land trusts, which are nonprofit organizations that provide shared equity homes. Land trusts retain ownership of the land, so the homeowner only needs to purchase the home on that land at an affordable price. A resale formula in the ground lease preserves affordability by stipulating a below-market value price for which the current owner may sell the home to an income-eligible buyer in the future. Leases typically run for 50 to 99 years, depending upon state law.

129 The initial homebuyer may be required to repay a portion of the subsidy under certain circumstances if the property is sold during a specified time period. The program may use that repaid subsidy to assist another eligible household with downpayment or closing cost assistance to purchase a home.

130 While many consumers, developers, realtors and other market participants think of condominiums and cooperatives as multifamily homeownership, loans for individual units are treated as part of the single-family business by lenders and the Enterprises.

- **Shared Appreciation Loans.** Shared appreciation loan programs sell homes at fair market value to income-eligible purchasers, but to make the purchase affordable, the program provides a no-payment second mortgage loan that is typically due upon resale and typically at zero percent interest. The loan documents or an accompanying deed-restricted covenant stipulate the homeowner’s share of appreciation upon resale and ensure the home will be sold to another eligible household. The share of the appreciation that goes to the program sponsor is used to increase the shared appreciation loan amount to make the purchase of the home affordable for the subsequent buyer. The mortgages typically have terms of 30 years or longer, depending upon state law. Proprietary shared appreciation loans, where an investor receives part of the equity in exchange for making the home affordable for a single buyer only, do not preserve affordability of the unit for subsequent buyers. Section 1282.38(b)(6) of the proposed rule would specifically provide that shared appreciation loans that fail to meet the requirements discussed above would not receive credit under the Duty to Serve underserved markets.

Preserving homeownership through shared equity programs helps to address the growing gap between what people can afford to pay for housing given what they earn and what they must actually pay for housing given what it costs. A longitudinal study 133 of 53 shared equity programs representing 3,678 homes found in 2014 that the programs:

- Increased access to homeownership: The average household income at the time of purchase under the programs was 65 percent of the area median income and 82 percent were first-time homebuyers. On average, the homes sold for 25 percent below their fair market value to make the purchase affordable.

- Improved likelihood that homeownership would be sustained: Over 93 percent of households under the programs remained homeowners for at least five years. This contrasts with a more limited longitudinal study of households in non-shared equity purchases, which found that less than 50 percent of the first-time, low-income homebuyers in the study maintained ownership for five years.133

- Reduced likelihood of foreclosure: Shared equity homeowners, all of whom were lower-income, were one-tenth as likely to be in foreclosure as homeowners in the conventional market across all incomes.

- Built wealth for homeowners: The annual rate of return on the homeowners’ downpayments was 7.97 percent. Approximately 62 percent of the households went on to buy a market-rate home in the conventional market.

- Preserved affordable homeownership: The programs retained the affordability of the homes to serve the same income levels, sale after sale.134

Shared equity transactions also help to stabilize property values and communities. They can provide housing at affordable prices for long-standing homeowners in the area that help to counter price escalation in gentrifying communities. In addition, shared equity transactions often provide a loss buffer in the form of the difference between the market value and the amount the buyer pays, which can reduce foreclosures, while reducing the relative amount of loss in the value of the home if foreclosure does occur. By reducing foreclosures, shared equity transactions not only improve the outcomes for homebuyers, but also help maintain values of other homes in the neighborhood, thereby enhancing outcomes for the entire community. Shared equity transactions may also permit a household to afford a home in a neighborhood with better schools or other amenities that would otherwise be unaffordable for the household. In particular, shared equity programs can make it possible for teachers, firefighters, police, and other modest-income workers to buy homes in the community where they work.

One of the greatest challenges for expanding shared equity homeownership has been the difficulty of accessing conventional mortgage lending for first mortgages on homes purchased through shared equity mechanisms.135 For example, a nonprofit community land trust with extensive experience developing and preserving homeownership preservation units has reported that it is having increasing difficulty finding lenders to originate loans with shared equity features. According to the land trust, lenders have advised that shared equity loans are too difficult and expensive to originate because the loans are ineligible for Enterprise automated underwriting and often require the lenders to provide the Enterprises with additional representations and warranties. Shared equity programs across the country report similar experiences.136 Fannie Mae has recently made automated underwriting available for some shared equity loans.137

Both Enterprises have loan purchase products that can be used to varying degrees with shared equity mechanisms, including deed-restricted housing and community land trusts. However, the Enterprises could simplify their requirements for these products and make a greater effort to ensure that the requirements are widely understood. Encouraging Enterprise support for shared equity homeownership could help spur this important market.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question by the number assigned below):

64. Are there additional ways that the Enterprises could support long-term affordable homeownership preservation?

65. Should affordable homeownership be preserved for longer than 30 years to qualify for Duty to Serve credit and, if so, for how long?

66. Should Enterprise support for affordable homeownership preservation be a Regulatory Activity?

67. How can the Enterprises provide further support for affordable homeownership preservation beyond those specified above or in the proposed rule?

---


v. Preservation of Affordable Housing Through the Choice Neighborhoods Initiative—Proposed § 1282.34(d)(5)

Section 1282.34(d)(5) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities supporting financing for HUD’s Choice Neighborhoods Initiative (CNI). This program seeks to preserve and transform distressed affordable housing by creating mixed-income housing and investing in neighborhood improvements and upgrades, with the ultimate goal of deconcentrating poverty and creating higher-opportunity neighborhoods. The program allows for the location of replacement housing offsite in lower-poverty neighborhoods and assistance to tenants in moving to such neighborhoods to promote the deconcentration of poverty. The Enterprises can support the CNI by purchasing mortgages that provide permanent financing on housing preservation activities that support very low-, low-, and moderate-income households.

vi. Preservation of Affordable Housing Through the Rental Assistance Demonstration Program—Proposed § 1282.34(d)(6)

Section 1282.34(d)(6) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise activities supporting financing for HUD’s Rental Assistance Demonstration (RAD) program. The program seeks to improve and preserve public housing and other affordable housing supported by older HUD programs by converting the properties’ operating funds to project-based vouchers or Section 8 rental assistance contracts. By converting the funds, public housing authorities can access other sources of public and private capital for repair and preservation. While the RAD program is primarily a preservation program for housing affordable to very low-income tenants, the program can also support mixed-income housing as long as all affordable units are replaced. The program includes the use of tenant-based vouchers to support the deconcentration of poverty and movement of low-income tenants to high opportunity areas. The Enterprises can support the RAD program by supporting permanent financing on properties that take advantage of this program.

3. Rural Markets—Proposed § 1282.35

a. Background

i. Overview of Rural Housing

According to the 2010 U.S. Census, 19.3 percent of the U.S. population lives in rural America. Although urban housing needs tend to draw more attention, the housing needs in rural areas are also significant. High rural poverty rates and a declining employment base have led to rural unemployment and underemployment. While the average homeownership rate in rural areas (73 percent) is higher than the national average homeownership rate (64 percent), housing in rural areas is more likely to be substandard. Rural housing stock, both owner-occupied and rental, exhibits two common characteristics: (1) It is comprised primarily of single-family homes (82 percent), excluding manufactured housing; and (2) a higher percentage of the stock is in substandard condition (6.3 percent) compared to metropolitan areas (5.3 percent). Substandard housing is likely due to aging homes, fewer housing code enforcement efforts, lower homeowner turnover rates, and less disposable income available for dwelling rehabilitation.

Rural communities have more limited access to mortgage credit than urban areas, which severely limits options for decent, clean, and affordable rural housing. Interest rates on home mortgages tend to be higher in rural areas than in urban areas. Those differences may reflect varying expenses associated with mortgage lending and the competitiveness and efficiency of mortgage markets. The smaller population size and the remoteness of many rural areas can raise lender costs. Additionally, rural financial markets, including mortgage markets, generally have fewer competitors than urban markets, and rural communities may lack sufficient internet service that would allow households to access more competitive financing options online.

Thus, lenders operating in rural markets may be apt to charge more, provide fewer products and services, or incur inefficiently high expenses.

Another obstacle for rural communities is the lack of local capacity to build new homes and renovate existing housing stock. There may be few or no local organizations in rural areas, especially in areas with the greatest needs that have the resources and expertise to undertake rural housing projects. Low density and the lack of volume in rural communities make it difficult for organizations to develop housing, particularly more cost-effective multifamily housing.

Rural housing stock has unique features and challenges. Rural communities are widely scattered, as are individual housing units within those communities. Dwellings may be sited on large parcels and have unique construction and design characteristics. Rural housing markets also tend to have slower housing turnover, and many have seasonal housing needs. Because of the low density of rural markets, a general lack of homogeneity in housing quality and features, and slower or seasonal market turnover, appraisals can be difficult because suitable comparable sales may be few and far between.

Manufactured housing continues to grow in importance as a rural housing choice. Most rural manufactured homes are financed as personal property (chattel), which often features higher interest rates with shorter repayment terms. However, chattel-financed manufactured homes offer an affordable option for many people in rural markets because the cost of a manufactured unit is typically lower than that of a site-built unit and does not include the cost of the underlying land, which the household may rent or already own. A household may also save money because it does not pay real estate taxes on chattel property, although it may pay personal property taxes on the unit.

USDA mortgage programs help fill some housing needs in rural areas.

---
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and benefit from having local agency administrative infrastructure to support the programs. The USDA Section 502 loan program provides very low- and low-income families in rural areas earning no more than 80 percent of area median income up to 100 percent financing to purchase existing or newly constructed dwellings or to purchase sites and construct dwellings in rural areas.

The USDA Section 515 rental housing program provides funding to finance the construction of affordable multifamily rental housing in rural areas for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families, elderly persons, and persons with disabilities. An ongoing challenge is keeping these rental units in rural areas affordable and available for low-income families for two reasons in particular. First, a number of building owners that received Section 515 loans prior to December 15, 1989, are prepaying their mortgages and terminating the government affordability requirements before the end of the original loan term. (Loans made through contracts entered into on or after December 15, 1989 cannot be prepaid.) The USDA offers incentives to owners not to prepay and continue to restrict the property to low-income occupancy. These incentives include equity loans, reduced interest rates, and additional rental assistance. Second, aging properties financed with Section 515 loans or purchasers of Section 515 properties through its Multifamily Housing Preservation and Revitalization (MPR) demonstration program, which provides no-interest loans, grants to non-profit owners, soft second loans, and debt deferral.

ii. Enterprise Activities in Rural Areas

Under the definition of “rural area” in this proposed rule, which is discussed below, as of the end of 2009, 12.7 percent of Enterprise total residential mortgage loan purchases were in rural areas. As of the end of 2014, 18.5 percent of loans purchased by the Enterprises were in rural areas, representing a 46 percent increase from 2009. Of these loans, 36 percent were for families with incomes at or below 100 percent of area median income.

Difficulties in underwriting loans for rural areas can arise from slower or seasonal market turnover, widely scattered home sites, large lot sizes, and a general lack of homogeneity in the housing stock. In response, the Enterprises have clarified and developed flexible collateral underwriting guidelines for rural markets in guidance released to creditors and appraisers in 2014. The Enterprise guidelines state that they provide clarifications and dispel common industry misconceptions about acceptable appraisal practices and property eligibility requirements for homes in small towns and rural areas. Consistent with HUD, U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), and USDA-Rural Development policies, the Enterprises’ guidelines remain broad to allow appraisers to accurately observe, analyze and report actual rural market and property conditions. Further, the guidelines allow the appraisers discretion to select comparable sales that may be dated, distasteful, or dissimilar to a subject property but that best reflect the appraiser’s conclusions and opinion of value. This approach recognizes the unique appraisal problems in rural markets discussed above. However, in all cases, the appraisal must contain adequate reasoning and justification for the analysis and conclusions to produce a credible and reliable result.

As part of their Duty to Serve rural markets, the Enterprises would be required to evaluate their current activities in rural areas and identify opportunities to increase those activities. This evaluation could include the Enterprises’ working through federal and state programs and with local stakeholders to address liquidity needs in rural markets. At the same time, FHFA recognizes that Enterprise Duty to Serve efforts will not be able to address all housing finance needs in rural markets because of safety and soundness, property eligibility requirements, and other constraints.

b. Regulatory and Additional Activities

The Safety and Soundness Act provides that the Enterprises “shall develop loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on housing for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in rural areas.” The statutory language is broad and does not encompass specific activities or programs that the Enterprises must undertake in support of the rural market; as a result, FHFA has specified only one Core Activity for this market, as further described below.

Section 1282.35(b) of the proposed rule would define eligible activities for the rural market as Enterprise activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in rural areas. Section 1282.1 of the proposed rule would define “rural area” as (1) a census tract outside of a metropolitan statistical area (MSA), as designated by OMB, or (2) a census tract that is in an MSA but outside of the MSA’s Urbanized Areas (UAs) and Urban Clusters (UCs), as designated by USDA’s RUCG codes. The proposed definition of “rural area,” which is further discussed below, is intended to give the Enterprises broad flexibility to undertake and receive Duty to Serve credit for activities in rural markets.

The Enterprises are an important source of liquidity to rural markets. As noted above, the Enterprises have increased their purchases of mortgage loans in rural markets over the past five years and have expanded their outreach to community banks and other rural lenders over the past year. Nevertheless, there continues to be a need for outreach, support and capacity-building...
for rural lenders to facilitate their origination of loans for housing in rural areas, which the Enterprises could purchase. Local lenders may lack expertise, volume, or resources to participate in Enterprise mortgage programs, while larger regional and national lenders that serve as aggregators for Enterprise-eligible loans purchased from smaller financial institutions are often not active in rural markets.

The Enterprises' Underserved Markets Plan Activities could include, for example, modifying their underwriting of guidelines for rural loans eligible for purchase, increasing their rural loan purchases, and developing strategies for extending education, outreach and technical assistance to small and rural lenders and other entities, including nonprofit and for-profit organizations, serving rural markets. Plan Activities could also include Enterprise marketing of their products to lenders in rural areas in an effort to increase the number of approved lenders in those areas, or Enterprise purchases or other assistance with mortgages guaranteed under USDA programs or other residential mortgages in rural areas.

The Enterprises' Underserved Markets Plans may also include Additional Activities that support the financing of residential properties for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in rural areas, subject to FHFA determination of whether such activities are eligible for Duty to Serve credit.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

64. What types of barriers exist to rural lending for housing and how can the Enterprises best address them?

65. What types of Enterprise activities could help build institutional capacity and expertise among market participants serving rural areas?

Definition of “Rural Area”

A definition of “rural area” is necessary so that FHFA can evaluate the Enterprises’ activities in rural markets and measure their performance under their Underserved Markets Plans. There is no single, universally accepted definition of “rural area” because varying definitions achieve different policy objectives.154 The “rural area” definitions identify people living in rural locations, but the methodologies for defining “rural areas” may be based on differing geographic units that are sometimes combined with population characteristics.

FHFA considered several criteria in developing a “rural area” definition. Many rural residents live in the outlying counties of metropolitan areas. Accordingly, FHFA’s “rural area” definition for Duty to Serve purposes should be broad enough to include such counties. Additionally, of the effect the definition would have on the Enterprises’ three-year Underserved Markets Plans and activities creditable under those Plans, a “rural area” definition for the Duty to Serve must allow areas under the definition to remain stable over time. Other agencies’ definitions of rural areas may be subject to annual or more frequent changes that may revise the definition and the areas included in the definition, based on policy objectives for particular programs. A “rural area” definition suitable for the Duty to Serve should also be census tract-based to allow for customization, ease of implementation and operational use by incorporating existing Enterprise geocoding systems, which use census tracts.

In developing its definition of “rural area,” FHFA considered the criteria discussed above, other agency definitions of “rural,” and comments received on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, as discussed below.

USDA Definition of “Rural”

The Housing Act of 1949 defines “rural” and “rural area” generally as: Any open country, or any place, town, village, or city which is not part of or associated with an urban area and which: (1) Has a population not in excess of 2,500 inhabitants, or (2) has a population in excess of 2,500 but not in excess of 10,000 if it is rural in character, or (3) has a population in excess of 10,000 but not in excess of 20,000, and (A) is not contained within a standard MSA, and (B) has a serious lack of mortgage credit for lower- and moderate-income families, as determined by the Secretaries of Agriculture and HUD.155 Because this

definition is implemented and updated by USDA, FHFA would not need to update the areas included in the definition with successive Censuses if the definition were used for the Duty to Serve.

Commenters on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule generally favored using the USDA definition for the Duty to Serve. Several nonprofit organizations stated that the USDA definition is sufficiently broad to cover almost all rural areas, and some stated that it should be used for the sake of consistency. However, one Enterprise commented that the USDA definition presents unacceptable operational risks and recommended consideration of other methodologies, possibly using a combination of classifications. The Enterprise stated that unless the USDA maintains accessible archives, the USDA definition would prohibit replication and verification of results once USDA data are updated.

The Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that because MSAs contain both urban and rural areas and have increased substantially in both size and number in recent decades, they may not be good determinants of urban-rural distinctions. Adoption of the USDA definition would also pose significant implementation challenges for the Enterprises as the definition splits census tracts into rural and urban components, increasing the difficulty of use because the Enterprises’ existing geocoding programs use whole census tracts. In addition, the Enterprises would have to automate the coding of urban-rural designations based on information currently available only through the USDA Web site. The USDA Web site is designed for loan underwriters and originators, which deal in much smaller numbers of transactions than the Enterprises. Because of the significantly larger volume of the Enterprises’ transactions, the Enterprises would need the capability to automate the rural-urban designations for large numbers of properties. This would be a costly and time-consuming process for the Enterprises. Moreover, USDA revises its rural-designated areas throughout the year at the state and local field office level, which would further complicate the use of USDA’s definition in determining Duty to Serve-creditable

154 See generally David A. Fahrerholt, “What does rural mean? Uncle Sam has more than a dozen answers,” Washington Post (June 8, 2013), available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/what-does-rural-mean-uncle-sam-has-more-than-a-
dozen-answers/2013/06/08/377469e8-ca26-11e2-9c79-a0917ed76189_story.html.
Enterprise activity in a given Underserved Markets Plan year.

However, one USDA indicator of rurality was found to be particularly useful in constructing FHFA’s definition of “rural area” in the proposed rule. This is USDA’s RUCA codes designation.157 RUCA designations are census tract-based and classify census tracts using measures of population density, urbanization, and daily commuting. RUCA designations are clear, meaningful, and easy to operationalize. As further discussed below, FHFA has incorporated RUCA codes in its proposed definition of “rural area.”

CFPB Definition of “Rural”

CFPB also considered CFPB’s definition of “rural” used for escrow account requirements on higher-priced mortgage loans. CFPB defines “rural” as counties outside of all MSAs and outside of all micropolitan statistical areas that are adjacent to MSAs, as those terms are defined by OMB and as they are currently applied under USDA “Urban Influence Codes” (UICs) established by the USDA-Economic Research Service (ERS).158 Additionally, CFPB considers a rural area a census block that is designated as “rural” by the U.S. Census Bureau in the urban-rural classification. It completes after each decennial Census.159

The first component of the CFPB definition for rural 160 uses counties as the geographic unit. Counties are the most commonly used geographic component of definitions of “rural.” They are simple to understand and since county boundaries are stable over time, the definition of “rural” remains stable. CFPB maintains a list of counties eligible under its definition of “rural” on its Web site and updates the list annually.

The second component of the CFPB definition for rural may pose implementation and operational issues for the Enterprises, as the Enterprises rely on geocoding using census tracts rather than county blocks.

U.S. Census Bureau Definition of “Rural”

FHFA also considered the U.S. Census Bureau’s metropolitan/urban and non-metropolitan/rural areas designations. The U.S. Census Bureau’s urban areas designations represent densely developed territory, encompassing residential, commercial and other non-residential urban land uses. The U.S. Census Bureau designates urban areas after each decennial Census by applying specified criteria to decennial Census and other data and identifies two types of urban areas: (i) UAs of 50,000 or more people; and (ii) UCs of at least 2,500 and less than 50,000 people. The U.S. Census Bureau designates rural areas as those areas encompassing all population, housing and territory not included within a UA or UC.162 The U.S. Census Bureau’s designation of rural areas is stable over time, does not require reliance on external Web sites or published lists, and is census tract-based. Its designations of UAs and UCs allow for identification of rural census tracts even within counties located within MSAs, which are based on county information, and are appropriate for purposes of the Duty to Serve.

FHFA Proposed Definition of “Rural Area”—Proposed § 1282.1

After considering the various criteria, other agencies’ definitions of “rural,” and the comments received on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, discussed above, FHFA is proposing to define “rural area” in § 1282.1 by combining two different geographic designations that would incorporate nonmetropolitan areas. Specifically, the proposed rule would define “rural area” as (1) a census tract outside of an MSA, as designated by OMB, or (2) a census tract that is in an MSA but outside of the MSA’s UAs and UCs, as designated by USDA’s RUCA codes.163

FHFA’s proposed definition would be census tract-based, which would be more specific than county-based or MSA-based definitions and should better distinguish between rural areas and non-rural areas without excluding outlying counties of metropolitan areas. As discussed above, USDA’s RUCA codes classify census tracts using measures of population density, urbanization, and daily commuting, are clear and meaningful, and would be easy for the Enterprises to incorporate into their current operating infrastructures. In short, the Enterprises should be able to easily implement FHFA’s proposed definition using their existing geocoding systems and the proposed definition should provide stability to support the multi-year Underserved Markets Plans.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify each question by the number assigned below):

70. Would one of the four definitions discussed above better serve Duty to Serve objectives, and if so, why?
71. How could operational concerns about Enterprise implementation under each of the definitions be addressed?

High-Needs Rural Regions and High-Needs Rural Populations—Proposed § 1282.35(c)

Section 1282.35(c) of the proposed rule would provide Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise support of financing of income-eligible housing for high-needs rural regions and high-needs rural populations. Under the proposed rule, this activity would constitute a Regulatory Activity which the Enterprises would have to address in their Underseeded Markets Plans by indicating how they choose to undertake the activity or the reasons why they will not undertake the activity.

Section 1282.1 of the proposed rule would define a “high-needs rural region” as any of the following regions, provided it is located in a rural area as defined in the proposed rule: (i) Middle Appalachia; (ii) The Lower Mississippi Delta; or (iii) a colony. Section 1282.1 would define a “high-needs rural population” as any of the following populations, provided the population is located in a rural area as defined in the proposed rule: (i) members of a Federally recognized Indian tribe located in an Indian area; or (ii) migrant and seasonal agricultural workers. FHFA chose these rural regions and populations because they are characterized by a high concentration of poverty and substandard housing conditions.

The economic distress experienced in these regions and by these populations is evident in poor housing conditions and unaffordable housing.164
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Manufactured housing is prevalent in these regions and is a significant option for affordable housing. While these regions and populations share common housing problems, unique challenges in some regions include: A scarcity of suitable building lots and high costs of site development and access in Middle Appalachia; particular affordability problems in the Lower Mississippi Delta; title issues with contract-for-deed (installment financing) for land purchases in colonias; and title issues on Native American lands, which are tribal-owned. These regions and populations are typically assisted by government agencies, local community development corporations, housing finance agencies, and nonprofit organizations, which have helped promote economic growth and improvements in housing conditions through various projects and programs. However, these regions and populations tend to lack the public-private development and financing infrastructure necessary to sustain improvements in housing conditions. Enterprise focus on these regions and populations could help provide increased financial infrastructure that facilitates improvements in housing conditions and affordability.

The high-need regions in the proposed definition are discussed further below.

a. Middle Appalachia. As defined by the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC), the Appalachian region includes all of West Virginia, and parts of Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. The Appalachian region is home to more than 25 million people and covers 420 counties and almost 205,000 square miles. Middle Appalachia is a sub-region of Appalachia, which ARC defines as the 230 ARC-designated counties in Kentucky, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. Middle Appalachia is predominantly rural, with over 80 percent of Middle Appalachia’s counties being non-metropolitan. Substandard housing is a particularly prevalent problem in Middle Appalachia. Eighty percent of counties in the region have higher levels of housing units with inadequate plumbing than the national level. Manufactured housing (not on permanent foundations) is also very common in the region, accounting for 18 percent of all housing units. This is due to limited suitable land (e.g., to support foundations and provide wells or septic systems) for site-built homes as well as low incomes that make other types of housing unaffordable.

b. The Lower Mississippi Delta. As defined by the Lower Mississippi Delta Development Act and the former Lower Mississippi Delta Development Commission, the Lower Mississippi Delta region is comprised of counties and parishes in portions of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Alabama. Technically, the region is not a delta but a 200-mile plain that covers more than 90,000 miles of rivers and streams and more than 3 million acres.

In considering the Lower Mississippi Delta Development Act, the U.S. Senate found that the lower Mississippi River valley is the poorest, most underdeveloped region in the United States, ranking lowest by almost every economic and social indicator. It has an overwhelming need for the development of decent, affordable housing. Challenges in assisting this region have included insufficient local capacity to undertake development efforts, the absence of adequate resources and financing mechanisms, and the lack of collaboration among ongoing efforts in the region.

c. Colonias. In Latin America, the word “colonia” means “neighborhood” or “community.” The Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act (NAHA) has two definitions of a “colonia” depending on the applicable housing program. NAHA defines a “colonia” as an “identifiable community” that: (A) is in the State of Arizona, California, New Mexico, or Texas; (B) is in an area of the United States within 150 miles of the U.S.-Mexico border (not including any standard MSA with a population exceeding 1 million), or is in the United States-Mexico border region (the applicable criterion depends on the particular housing program); (C) is determined to be a colonia on the basis of objective criteria, including lack of potable water supply, lack of adequate sewage systems, and lack of decent, safe and sanitary housing; and (D) was in existence as a colonia before November 28, 1990. Previous statutory definitions of “colonia” also included a requirement that the identifiable community be designated by the state or county in which it is located as a colonia. The definitions used in HUD and USDA programs include criteria from the previous and current statutory definitions, depending on the particular housing program. The NAHA definition as used by HUD and USDA programs also includes other types of colonia communities, such as dense settlements of modular or manufactured homes.

In many cases, state and local jurisdictions play an important role in the level of public controls related to factors such as the initial designation of the colonias, their ongoing conditions, and the political initiative to improve their conditions. Some colonias are incorporated communities under the control of a city, some are unincorporated under the control of the county, and others may be in extra-jurisdictional territories of cities which...
share some level of control with the county. The political motivation to improve conditions for colonia residents has led to an assortment of projects that combine funding from multiple federal and non-federal sources including local resources.\(^\text{179}\) Colonias typically have been formed in response to a need for affordable housing that gives people a sense of ownership.

Lack of decent, affordable single-family and rental housing continues to be a major problem in colonias. While homeownership rates in colonias are similar to national homeownership rates, the percentage of vacant properties in colonias (12 percent) is higher than the percentage of vacant properties nationally (8.4 percent). This may reflect a lack of affordability for acquiring or sustaining ownership by a population characterized by significant poverty, household migration for available farm work, and abandonment of substandard housing. Many colonia residents typically purchase unimproved land rather than improved property, and rely on financing methods such as a contract for deed rather than a traditional mortgage.\(^\text{180}\) This may be because traditional lenders are unwilling to make standard mortgages on land without certain infrastructure or on which the improvements may be self-built. Non-traditional lenders may not offer alternatives to contract-for-deed financing even when financing improvements to the land. A contract for deed is a form of installment sale in which the seller does not transfer legal title to the buyer until after the buyer has paid the entire purchase price.\(^\text{181}\) As with most installment financing, the homebuyer is usually responsible for maintenance of the property and payment of the taxes and insurance during the contract term and typically loses the right to recover the value of any improvements made to the property. Consequently, a contract for deed lacks some of the borrower protections that a mortgage provides.\(^\text{182}\) Since contracts for deed are generally much higher than residential mortgage rates.

If the full NAHA definition were applied for the Duty to Serve, the Enterprises would likely be able to receive little or no Duty to Serve credit for colonias. This is because to be eligible for purchase by the Enterprises, mortgages on residential properties must meet the Enterprises' property eligibility requirements, including project access and infrastructure, presence of site utilities, acceptable property condition, and marketability. The NAHA definition of colonia includes a requirement that the community lack a potable water supply and adequate sewage systems. The Enterprises' property eligibility requirements would not permit them to purchase mortgages on properties that lack potable water supplies and adequate sewage systems. A broader definition of "colonia" that incorporates some but not all of the elements of the NAHA definitions would provide the broadest scope for Duty to Serve credit for Enterprise purchases of mortgage loans and conducting of other activities in colonias.

Accordingly, FHFA proposes to define "colonia" for Duty to Serve purposes as an identifiable community that (A) is designated by a State or county in which it is located as a colonia; (B) is located in the State of Arizona, California, New Mexico, or Texas; and (C) is located in a U.S. census tract with some portion of the tract within 150 miles of the U.S.-Mexico border. The high-needs populations in the proposed definition are discussed further below.

a. Members of a Federally Recognized Indian Tribe Located in an Indian Area. The federal government now recognizes 337 Native American tribes, predominantly in the Plains region and the American Southwest, and 229 Alaska Native Villages.\(^\text{183}\) Approximately 70 percent of homes on Native American lands are owner-occupied; however, Native American tribes and Alaska Native Villages generally own the underlying land to ensure the land is not sold to non-tribal members or non-Alaskan Natives. Consequently, the land and improvements may not have the same transfer rights and may function more like a leasehold estate, deterring traditional lenders from financing mortgages for home purchases because they cannot perfect the lien on the collateral. Despite the high rate of homeownership, there is a demand for rental housing on tribal and Alaska Native Villages Land. However, a shortage of decent, affordable rental properties on such land makes renting less common. This shortage is due in part to many villages being located on rivers or in coastal areas subject to erosion and flooding.\(^\text{184}\) Coastal area locations prone to flooding may contribute to a lack of incentive to develop rental housing due to higher costs and risks associated with building in such areas. In addition, housing project development may not be cost effective because costs are generally more expensive on tribal and Alaska Native Village lands due to increased costs to transport construction equipment, labor and materials to isolated, rural locations.\(^\text{185}\)

Under the proposed rule, Enterprise activities serving members of Native American tribes or Alaska Native Villages (hereafter referred to as Federally recognized Indian tribes to be consistent with the legal definition used by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)) in an Indian area that is located in a rural area would be a Regulatory Activity. Section 1282.1 would define a "Federally recognized Indian tribe" in accordance with the BIA definition. BIA defines a "Federally recognized Indian tribe" as "an entity listed on the Department of Interior's list under the Federally Recognized Indian Tribe List Act of 1994, which the Secretary currently acknowledges as an Indian tribe and with which the United States maintains a government-to-government relationship."\(^\text{186}\) Section 1282.1 would define "Indian area" in accordance with the HUD definition. HUD defines an "Indian area" as the area within which an Indian tribe operates affordable housing programs or the area in which a Tribally Designated Housing Entity is authorized by one or more Indian tribes to operate affordable housing programs.\(^\text{187}\)

b. Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Workers. The United States has an estimated 1.4 million agricultural

\(^{179}\) Id.  
\(^{186}\) See 25 CFR 83.1.  
\(^{187}\) See 24 CFR 810.10.
Approximately 25 percent of agricultural workers have family incomes below the poverty line, which is roughly twice the national rate. Because of instability in their work situation, many agricultural workers have atypical and significant housing needs. Migrant agricultural workers travel from place to place to work in agriculture and move into temporary housing while working. Seasonal agricultural workers typically live in a permanent community year-round. Today, fewer agricultural workers follow traditional patterns of migration and instead stay in one place year-round. Nevertheless, inadequate and substandard housing conditions for many agricultural workers have remained unchanged over time.

According to HAC, 85 percent of agricultural workers nationwide obtain their housing through the private market rather than through employers or public programs. More than 60 percent of agricultural worker-occupied housing units are rented, and approximately 35 percent are owner-occupied. Housing arrangements for agricultural workers tend to vary by region, with the majority of East Coast agricultural workers living in employer-provided housing. The housing stock tends to be group quarters, individual homes or manufactured homes provided and controlled by the employer. The housing may be part of the worker’s compensation. Concerns about some employer-provided housing have included overcrowding, inadequate or dysfunctional bathroom and shower facilities, leaky roofs, lack of heat or ventilation, inadequate or no laundry facilities, insect or rodent infestations, lack of security (locks), and inadequate cooking facilities. The proximity of the housing to insecticide-laced farm fields and the exposure to mold and dirty drinking water, can raise health concerns.

Unlike their East Coast counterparts, many agricultural workers in California find their own housing as employers offload the costs of their workers’ housing. Increasingly, this housing is located in cities. The workers commute to farms, where they labor year round rather than seasonally. Their housing stock sometimes includes unfinished garages, work sheds, barns, vehicles and sheds. It can also include informal clusters of dwellings on a single lot, typically a main house and one or more “back houses.”

Section 1282.1 of the proposed rule would define “migrant agricultural workers” and “seasonal agricultural workers” in accordance with the U.S. Department of Labor’s (DOL) definitions. DOL defines a “migrant agricultural worker” generally as an individual with agricultural employment of a seasonal or other temporary nature, who is required to be absent overnight from his permanent place of residence. DOL defines a “seasonal agricultural worker” generally as an individual with agricultural employment of a seasonal or other temporary nature, who is not required to be absent overnight from his permanent place of residence when employed on a farm or ranch performing certain specified types of agricultural work, and who is transported, or caused to be transported, to or from the place of employment by means of a day-haul operation.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

72. Should Enterprise support for housing for high-needs rural regions and high-needs rural populations be a Regulatory Activity?

73. What activities could the Enterprises undertake to provide liquidity and other support to high-needs rural regions and high-needs rural populations?

74. How should FHFA define “colonia” for Duty to Serve purposes?

75. How should FHFA define “member of an Indian tribe,” “Federally recognized Indian tribe,” and “Indian Area” for Duty to Serve purposes?

76. What specific actions could the Enterprises take to assist the needs of migrant and seasonal agricultural workers?

77. Are there high-needs rural regions and/or high needs rural populations in addition to those identified above that should be included in this section, and, if so, how should they be defined to receive Duty to Serve credit?

78. How might loan sellers and the Enterprises collect data establishing that housing to be financed would specifically benefit migrant and seasonal agricultural workers?

79. Should FHFA define “high-needs populations” to include other categories of agricultural workers with high-needs housing issues in addition to seasonal and migrant agricultural workers? Should FHFA include agricultural workers in permanent annual employment in the definition?

IV. Evaluating and Rating Enterprise Duty To Serve Performance—Proposed § 1282.36

The Safety and Soundness Act requires FHFA to separately evaluate whether each Enterprise has complied with its Duty to Serve each underserved market and to annually “rate the performance of each [Enterprise as to the extent of compliance].” 209

Under the proposed rule, FHFA’s criteria for evaluating an Enterprise’s annual Duty to Serve compliance would be set forth in an evaluation guide. FHFA would prepare a separate evaluation guide for each Enterprise for each evaluation year. FHFA would develop the evaluation guide using the contents of the Enterprise’s Plan and the assessment factors. FHFA would provide the evaluation guide to the Enterprise at least 30 days before January 1st of the evaluation year for which the guide is applicable, except that the evaluation guide for the first evaluation year after the effective date of this regulation would be delivered on a date to be determined by FHFA. The evaluation guide would be required to be posted on the respective Enterprise’s Web site and on FHFA’s Web site.

The evaluation guide would allocate a range of potential scoring points, e.g., a maximum of 10 and a minimum of 0, to each Plan activity. The evaluation guide would allocate a higher number of potential scoring points to Plan activities that are expected to require greater Enterprise resources and effort and to have a greater impact on the particular underserved market. The aggregate maximum number of scoring points that would be allocated to all of the Plan activities grouped under a particular underserved market would be 100 points.

At the end of the evaluation period, FHFA would compare the evaluation guide criteria to an Enterprise’s actual performance under its Plan and assign a score to each Plan activity. The score could not exceed the number of potential scoring points allocated to the Plan activity in the evaluation guide. For example, for a Plan activity that had been allocated a maximum of 10 points in the evaluation guide, FHFA might award 4 points for modest performance and 8 points for good performance. After FHFA has awarded a score to each Plan activity, FHFA would sum the scoring points for all of the Plan activities that are grouped under each underserved market. The sum of those scores would produce an overall composite score ranging from 0 to 100 for each underserved market. Therefore, each Enterprise would have three overall composite scores, one for each underserved market.

The evaluation guide would contain a table that assigns overall composite score numerical ranges for each underserved market to each of the following four overall ratings: “Exceeds,” “High Satisfactory,” “Low Satisfactory,” and “Fails.” The four numerical ranges assigned to the overall ratings would include all whole numbers from 0 to 100 with no overlap. An Enterprise’s overall rating for each underserved market would be determined by the numerical range within which the Enterprise’s overall composite score falls. For example, if the table provides that an overall composite score of between 90 and 100 corresponds to an “Exceeds” rating, then an overall composite score of 93 for a particular underserved market would receive an “Exceeds” rating for that underserved market in that evaluation year. The same table range would apply to each underserved market. A rating of “Exceeds,” “High Satisfactory,” or “Low Satisfactory” would constitute compliance with the Duty to Serve the underserved market. A rating of “Fails” would constitute noncompliance with the Duty to Serve the underserved market.

The scoring points awarded for these qualifying activities would be treated as extra credit for an underserved market (extra credit could not move the composite score within such a market above 100 points). FHFA specifically requests comments on how the extra credit should be applied.

In § 1282.1, FHFA proposes to define “high opportunity area” as an area designated by HUD as a “Difficult Development Area” (DDA).210 DDAs identify areas where it is difficult to create affordable housing due to high rents relative to area median income. The HUD DDAs are generally seen as a proxy for higher opportunity neighborhoods that offer good schools, access to transportation and labor markets, and other amenities. Beginning in 2016, HUD will define DDAs within metropolitan areas at the zip code level (also known as “Small Area Difficult Development Areas”), rather than the current practice which identifies them based on larger geographic areas. HUD’s DDAs are updated annually and are publicly available on HUD’s Web site.

Outside of metropolitan areas, HUD designates DDAs at the county level, which in many instances follow single census tracts. Given the size of many counties and census tracts outside of metropolitan areas, these DDAs often would not be as useful for defining high opportunity areas within metropolitan areas for purposes of identifying high opportunity areas and are even less useful for counties comprised of multiple census tracts. FHFA specifically requests comments on how to define high opportunity areas outside of metropolitan areas. Analysts have proposed a number of possible definitions that FHFA could utilize, for example, suggesting it may be possible to measure higher opportunity census

the revitalization of areas of concentrated poverty. States are required by the LIHTC statute to give preference to projects located in QCTs when their development “contributes to a concerted community revitalization plan.” 214 FHFA considered providing credit for activities as supporting residential economic diversity if they are part of a concerted community revitalization plan in a state QAP. However, few states define such plans and it may be difficult to implement the diverse definitions set out by states.

It may be feasible to utilize other federal definitions or designations of areas with comprehensive revitalization plans. For example, FHFA could award credit for activities in areas that have received Choice Neighborhood Planning or Implementation grants, or in neighborhoods designated by HUD or USDA as Promise Zones, which denotes that they are undertaking comprehensive community revitalization.215

Requests for Comments

82. Is FHFA’s proposed definition of “high opportunity area” the most appropriate? Should the rule use DDAs to define high opportunity areas outside of metropolitan areas, or is there a better definition, such as a factor-based definition, that would be preferable for these areas?

83. How could FHFA incorporate state-defined high opportunity areas (or similar terms) into its definition of high opportunity area? If such state-defined areas are included, how could this be implemented by the Enterprises?

84. Should FHFA consider other or additional definitions of “area of concentrated poverty?” For example, should FHFA consider adopting a definition similar to HUD’s proposed designation of census tracts by racial and ethnic concentrations of poverty (RCAPs and ECAPs), which are census tracts with a non-white population of 50 percent or more and a poverty rate that exceeds 40 percent or is three times the average tract poverty rate for the metro/ micro area (whichever is lower)? 216

85. Should FHFA consider an alternative definition of “mixed-income”? For example, should FHFA incorporate minimum thresholds for the amount of housing affordable to very low-, low-, or moderate-income households in its definition?

86. How should the extra credit activities be evaluated and weighted generally? How should FHFA evaluate and weigh activities related to mixed-income housing in areas of concentrated poverty to incentivize a good mix of such housing?

87. How could FHFA determine whether Enterprise activities are part of or contribute to revitalization plans in areas of concentrated poverty? Are there consistent criteria FHFA could apply to determine what constitutes such a plan and whether such a plan is being implemented in an area of concentrated poverty? Are existing federal designations useful, such as the Promise Zones designation or neighborhoods that receive a CNI grant?

88. Should FHFA incorporate Enterprise efforts supporting CNI as a residential economic diversity activity, rather than as a Regulatory Activity under the affordable housing preservation market?

VI. General Requirements for Credit and General Requirements for Loan PURCHASES—Proposed §§ 1282.38, 1282.39

Sections 1282.38 and 1282.39 of the proposed rule would set forth general counting requirements for whether and how activities will receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation. With some exceptions, the counting rules and other requirements would be similar to those in FHFA’s housing goals regulation. For example, under appropriate circumstances, a single loan purchase could count toward the achievement of multiple housing goals, and in the same way, a single loan purchase could receive credit under more than one underserved market for Duty to Serve purposes. Also, consistent with the comments received on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, in most instances, FHFA would measure performance under the loan purchase assessment factor by the number of units financed by the loan purchase.

A. No Credit Under Any Assessment Factor

Enterprise activities under proposed § 1282.38(b) would not receive credit under any assessment factor.

Under proposed § 1282.38(b)(1), contributions to the Housing Trust Fund217 and the Capital Magnet Fund218 and mortgage purchases funded with such grant amounts, would

---


212 States create their plans pursuant to 26 U.S.C. 42(m)(1)(B).

213 HUD designates QCTs on an annual basis. For the 2016 QCTs, see 80 FR 73201 (Nov. 24, 2015).

---


not receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation. Under proposed § 1282.38(b)(2), HOEPA mortgages would not receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation.

Under proposed § 1282.38(b)(3), mortgages on manufactured homes that are not titled as real property under the laws of the state where the property is located would not receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation.

The proposed rule is tailored to the unique features of certain specialized activities. As previously discussed, energy efficiency improvement loans for existing multifamily rental properties would be eligible for Duty to Serve credit where there are reliable and verifiable projections or expectations that the financed improvements will reduce energy and water consumption by the tenant by at least 15 percent, the reduced utility costs derived from the reduced consumption are not offset by higher rents or other charges imposed by the property owner, and the reduced utility costs will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period. Generally, subordinate liens on multifamily properties would not receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation. However, because subordinate liens for energy efficiency improvements on existing multifamily properties address a specific need, under proposed § 1282.38(b)(4), such liens would receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation provided they meet all other requirements in the regulation.

Under § 1282.38(b)(5), subordinate liens on single-family properties would not receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation. This exclusion applies to all single-family subordinate loans including energy efficiency improvement loans.

As previously discussed, shared appreciation loans that meet the requirements of proposed § 1282.34(d)(4) would be eligible for Duty to Serve credit. Proprietary shared appreciation loans, where an investor receives part of the equity in exchange for making the home affordable for a single buyer only, do not preserve affordability of the unit for subsequent buyers and, therefore, would not meet the requirements of proposed § 1282.34(d)(4). Accordingly, under proposed § 1282.38(b)(6), such loans would not receive credit under the Duty to Serve regulation.

Government-insured and government-guaranteed mortgages that are otherwise eligible for inclusion would count towards the Duty to Serve, in light of the specificity of the needs targeted by the Duty to Serve and the desirability of providing the Enterprises with multiple tools to address those needs.

B. No Credit Under Loan Purchase Assessment Factor

Enterprise activities under proposed § 1282.38(c) would not receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor.

C. General Requirements for Loan Purchases

In order to receive credit for loan purchases, a loan must be on housing affordable to very low-, low-, or moderate income families, regardless of whether the property is owner-occupied or rental. Sections 1282.17, 1282.18 and 1282.19 of part 1282 define “affordability” for owner occupied and rental units. The tables in these sections adjust the maximum percentage of area median income based on family size and the size of the dwelling unit, as measured by the number of bedrooms.

Under § 1282.39(c) of the proposed rule, Enterprise mortgage purchases, refinancing owner-occupied, single-family properties would be evaluated based on the income of the mortgagor(s) and the area median income at the time the mortgage was originated. Where the income of the mortgagor(s) is not available, the mortgage purchase would not receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor.

Under proposed § 1282.39(d)(1), mortgage purchases financing single-family rental units and multifamily rental units would be evaluated based on rent and whether the rent is affordable to the income groups targeted by the Duty to Serve.

Under § 1282.39(d)(2), where a multifamily property is subject to an affordability restriction that establishes the maximum permitted income level for a tenant or a prospective tenant or the maximum permitted rent, the affordability of units in the property may be determined based on the maximum permitted income level or maximum permitted rent established under such housing program for those units.

Under proposed § 1282.39(e), when an Enterprise lacks sufficient information on the rents, the Enterprise’s performance regarding the rental units may be evaluated using estimated affordability information. The estimated affordability information would be calculated by multiplying the number of rental units with missing affordability information in properties securing the mortgages purchased by the Enterprise in each census tract by the percentage of all moderate-income rental dwelling units in the respective tracts, as determined by FHFA based on the most recent decennial census. The housing goals regulation applies a 5 percent limit on the number of rental units with missing data for which an Enterprise may estimate affordability of rents. Under the proposed rule, there would not be a limit on the number of rental units for which an Enterprise could estimate affordability each year.

Under proposed § 1282.39(f), FHFA would evaluate an Enterprise’s volume of loans purchased on manufactured housing communities using unpaid principal balance instead of the number of dwelling units. As previously discussed, due to the lack of data on manufactured housing community residents’ incomes and monthly housing costs, under proposed § 1282.39(f), the affordability of a manufactured housing community would be evaluated based on the median income of the census tract in which the manufactured housing community is located. An Enterprise would receive credit for either the total amount or a percentage of the unpaid principal balance of the mortgage financing the community.

VII. Special Requirements for Loan Purchases—Proposed § 1282.40

Under proposed § 1282.40, activities such as Enterprise purchases or guarantees of mortgage revenue bonds and purchases of participations in mortgages would be treated as mortgage purchases in the same manner as they would be counted under the housing goals regulation.

Requests for Comments

FHFA specifically requests comments on the following questions (please identify the question answered by the number assigned below):

89. Under the proposed rule, when an Enterprise lacks sufficient information to determine whether a rental unit is affordable, the Enterprise may estimate affordability for the rental unit using the estimation methodology set forth in the proposed rule. Are better methods available for estimating affordability when rent information is missing?

90. Unlike the housing goals regulation, the proposed rule would not limit the number of units with missing data for which an Enterprise could estimate affordability. Should FHFA impose a limit, and if so, what limit should be imposed?


220 12 CFR 1282.15(e)(3).
VIII. Enforcement of Duty To Serve—Proposed §§1282.41, 1282.42

The Safety and Soundness Act provides that the Duty to Serve undere serve d markets is enforce able to the same extent and under the same enforcement provisions as are applicable to the Enterprise housing goals, except as otherwise provided.221 Accordingly, under § 1282.41 of the proposed rule, if an Enterprise receives a “Fails” rating for a particular undere served market in a given year or if there is a substantial probability that an Enterprise will receive a “Fails” rating for a particular undere served market in a given year, FHFA would determine whether the activities in the Enterprise’s Underserved Markets Plan are or were feasible. In determining feasibility, FHFA would consider factors such as market conditions and the financial condition of the Enterprise. If FHFA determines that compliance is or was feasible, FHFA would follow the procedures in 12 U.S.C. 4566 2.

Section 1282.42 of the proposed rule includes requirements for an Enterprise to submit to FHFA a housing plan, in the Director’s discretion, if the Director determines that the Enterprise did not comply with its Duty to Serve a particular underserved market.

IX. Enterprise Duty To Serve Reporting to FHFA—Proposed §1282.66

Section 1282.66 of the proposed rule would require each Enterprise to provide to FHFA two quarterly reports, one semi-annual report, and an annual report on its performance and progress toward meeting its Duty to Serve each undere served market.

Under the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, each Enterprise would have been required to provide three quarterly reports and one annual report to FHFA on its Duty to Serve performance and progress, consistent with the reporting requirements for the Enterprise housing goals. One Enterprise commented that because reporting on progress toward meeting the Duty to Serve underserved markets will take more time than reporting on the housing goals and will require input from business units throughout the Enterprise, reporting should be limited to annual submissions and the proposed quarterly reporting requirements should be eliminated. The other Enterprise commented that semi-annual reporting on Duty to Serve progress would be appropriate. The Enterprise added that, coupled with the existing quarterly reporting under the housing goals,


quarterly reporting under the Duty to Serve would pose significant additional burdens on the Enterprise and its resources.

In consideration of these comments, the proposed rule would require each Enterprise to provide to FHFA two quarterly reports, one semi-annual report, and an annual report. To lessen operational concerns, FHFA would require the quarterly reports to address only performance under the loan purchase assessment factor for each underserved market. The Enterprises already have experience providing similar reports for their performance under the housing goals.

The proposed rule would require an Enterprise to report on its Duty to Serve performance for each underserved market in its semi-annual and annual reports. These two reports would be required to contain both narrative and summary statistical information for the Plan Objectives, supported by appropriate transaction-level data. In addition, an Enterprise’s annual report would be required to describe the Enterprise’s market opportunities for purchasing loans in each underserved market during the evaluation year, to the extent data is available. These opportunities could include market or regulatory factors that may affect lenders’ decisions to retain loans in portfolio or sell them, the availability and pricing of credit enhancements from third parties, and competition from other secondary market participants.

In their comments on the 2010 Duty to Serve proposed rule, both Enterprises requested that the due date for submission of their annual Duty to Serve report to FHFA be at least 30 days later than the due date for submission of their Annual Housing Activities Report for the housing goals to FHFA. One Enterprise commented that the 60-day deadline proposed for year-end reporting on Duty to Serve performance would impact its operations and end-of-year transactions, because the timeline for completing transactions and collecting data would not only be compressed, but would occur at the same time that housing goals reporting and financial reporting are taking place. The other Enterprise commented that a staggered schedule would allow the Enterprise to strengthen the controls and processes that govern both regulatory submissions and efficiently allocate resources between them.

In recognition of these operational concerns, the proposed rule would set the due date for the annual Duty to Serve report at 75 days after the end of the calendar year. Because it is important that FHFA monitor the Enterprises’ Duty to Serve progress on a timely basis, the proposed rule would provide that the quarterly and semi-annual reports would be due within 60 days of the end of the respective quarter.

X. Paperwork Reduction Act

The proposed rule would not contain any information collection requirement that would require the approval of OMB under the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Therefore, FHFA has not submitted any information to OMB for review.

XI. Regulatory Flexibility Act

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) requires that a regulation that has a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities, small businesses, or small organizations must include an initial regulatory flexibility analysis describing the regulation’s impact on small entities. Such an analysis need not be undertaken if the agency has certified that the regulation will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities.

(5 U.S.C. 605(b)). FHFA has considered the impact of the proposed rule under the Regulatory Flexibility Act. The General Counsel of FHFA certifies that the proposed rule, if adopted as a final rule, is not likely to have a significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities because the regulation applies to the Enterprises, which are not small entities for purposes of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.

List of Subjects in 12 CFR Part 1282

Mortgages, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.

Authority and Issuance

For the reasons stated in the preamble, under the authority of 12 U.S.C. 4501, 4502, 4511, 4513, 4526, and 4561–4566, FHFA proposes to amend part 1282 of subchapter E of 12 CFR chapter XII, as follows:

PART 1282—ENTERPRISE HOUSING GOALS AND MISSION

1. The authority citation for part 1282 continues to read as follows:


2. In §1282.1(b), add the definitions of “Area of concentrated poverty”, “Colonia”, “Community development financial institution”, “Community financial institution”, “Federally insured credit union”, “Federally recognized Indian tribe”, “High-needs rural population”, “High-needs rural
§ 1282.1 Definitions.

(b) * * * * * 

Area of concentrated poverty, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means a census tract designated by HUD as a Qualified Census Tract pursuant to 26 U.S.C. 42(d)(5)(B)(ii).

Colonia, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means any identifiable community that—

(i) Is designated by the State or county in which it is located as a colonia;

(ii) Is located in the State of Arizona, California, New Mexico, or Texas; and

(iii) Is located in a U.S. census tract with some portion of the tract within 150 miles of the U.S.-Mexico border.

Community development financial institution, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 12 CFR 1263.1.

Community financial institution, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 12 CFR 1263.1.

Federally insured credit union, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 12 U.S.C. 1752(7).

Federally recognized Indian tribe, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 25 CFR 83.1.

High-needs rural population, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means any of the following populations provided the population is located in a rural area:

(i) Members of a Federally recognized Indian tribe located in an Indian area; or

(ii) Migrant and seasonal agricultural workers.

High-needs rural region, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means any of the following regions provided the region is located in a rural area:

(i) Middle Appalachia;

(ii) The Lower Mississippi Delta; or

(iii) A colonia.

High opportunity area, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means an area designated by HUD as a “Difficult Development Area” pursuant to 26 U.S.C. 42(d)(5)(B)(iii).

Indian area, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 24 CFR 1000.10.

Manufactured home, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means a manufactured home as defined in section 603(6) of the National Manufactured Housing Construction and Safety Standards Act of 1974, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 5401 et seq., and implementing regulations.

Manufactured housing community, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means a tract of land under unified ownership and developed for the purposes of providing individual rental spaces for the placement of manufactured homes for residential purposes within its boundaries.

Migrant agricultural workers, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 29 CFR 500.20(p).

Mixed-income housing, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means a multifamily property or development that may include or comprise single-family units that serves very low-, low-, or moderate-income households where at least 25 percent of the units are affordable only to households with incomes above moderate-income levels.

Residential economic diversity activity, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means an Enterprise activity in connection with mortgages on:

(i) Affordable housing in a high opportunity area; or

(ii) Mixed-income housing in an area of concentrated poverty.

Resident-owned manufactured housing community, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means a manufactured housing community for which the terms and conditions of residency, policies, operations and management are controlled by at least 50 percent of the residents, either directly or through an entity formed under the laws of the state.

Rural area, for purposes of subpart C of this part, means:

(i) A census tract outside of a metropolitan statistical area as designated by the Office of Management and Budget; or

(ii) A census tract in a metropolitan statistical area as designated by the Office of Management and Budget that is outside of the metropolitan statistical area’s Urbanized Areas and Urban Clusters, as designated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Rural-Urban Commuting Area codes.

Seasonal agricultural workers, for purposes of subpart C of this part, has the meaning in 29 CFR 500.20(r).

§ 1282.31 General.

(a) This subpart sets forth the Enterprise duty to serve three underserved markets as required by section 1335 of the Safety and Soundness Act, 12 U.S.C. 4565. This subpart also establishes standards and procedures for annually evaluating and rating Enterprise compliance with the duty to serve underserved markets.

(b) Nothing in this subpart permits or requires an Enterprise to engage in any activity that would be otherwise inconsistent with its Charter Act or the Safety and Soundness Act.

§ 1282.32 Underserved Markets Plan.

(a) General. Each Enterprise must submit to FHFA an Underserved Markets Plan describing the activities and objectives that it will undertake to meet its duty to serve each underserved market.

(b) Term of Plan. The Plan must cover a period of three years except for the Enterprise’s first Plan which shall have the term as provided for in paragraph (d)(1) of this section.

(c) Plan content—(1) Activities. The Plan must address how the Enterprise will undertake each statutory and regulatory activity associated with each underserved market, as provided in §§ 1282.33, 1282.34 and 1282.35, or identify reasons for not undertaking the statutory or regulatory activity. Any residential economic diversity activities and objectives that the Enterprise will undertake for extra credit under § 1282.37 must also be described in the Plan. Plans may also include additional eligible activities that serve an underserved market. Activities may cover a single year or multiple years.
(2) Objectives. Plan activities must be comprised of objectives, which may cover a single year or multiple years. Objectives must meet all of the following requirements:

(i) Strategic. Directly or indirectly maintain or increase liquidity to an underserved market;

(ii) Measurable. Provide measureable benchmarks, which may include numerical targets, that enable FHFA to determine whether the Enterprise has achieved the objective;

(iii) Realistic. Be calibrated so that the Enterprise has a reasonable chance of meeting the objective with appropriate effort;

(iv) Time-bound. Be subject to a specific timeframe for completion by being tied to Plan calendar year evaluation periods; and

(v) Tied to analysis of market opportunities. Be based on assessments and analyses of market opportunities in each underserved market, taking into account safety and soundness considerations.

(3) Assessment Factors. Each Plan objective must meet one of the assessment factors set forth in §1282.36(b).

(d) Plan Procedures—(1) Submission of proposed Plans. Each Enterprise must submit a proposed Plan to FHFA at least 180 days before the termination date of the Enterprise’s existing Plan, except that the Enterprise’s first proposed Plan must be submitted to FHFA pursuant to the timeframe and procedures established by FHFA after the effective date of this part.

(2) Posting of proposed Plans and public input. As soon as practical after an Enterprise submits its proposed Plan to FHFA for review, FHFA will post on FHFA’s Web site a public version of the proposed Plan that omits proprietary and confidential data and information. The public will have 45 calendar days from the date the proposed Plan is posted on FHFA’s Web site to provide input to FHFA on the proposed Plan.

(3) Enterprise review. In its discretion, each Enterprise may make revisions to its proposed Plan based on the public input.

(4) FHFA review. FHFA will review each Enterprise’s proposed Plan and within 60 days of the end of the public input period, will inform each Enterprise of any FHFA comments on the Enterprise’s proposed Plan. The Enterprise must address those comments, as appropriate, through revisions to its proposed Plan pursuant to timetables and procedures established by FHFA.

(5) Non-objection to Plans. After FHFA is satisfied that all of its comments have been addressed, FHFA will issue a non-objection to the Plan.

(e) Effective date of Plans. The effective date of the final Plan will be January 1st of the first evaluation year for which the Plan is applicable, except for the Enterprise’s first Plan whose term and effective date will be determined by FHFA.

(f) Posting of final Plans. Each Enterprise’s final Plan will be posted on the respective Enterprise’s Web site and on FHFA’s Web site. Confidential and proprietary data and information will be omitted from the posted final Plans.

(g) Modification of final Plans. At any time after implementation of a final Plan, an Enterprise may request to modify its final Plan, subject to FHFA non-objection, or FHFA may require an Enterprise to modify its final Plan. FHFA and the Enterprise may seek public input on any proposed modifications if FHFA determines that public input would assist its consideration of the proposed modifications. If a final Plan is modified, the modified Plan with confidential and proprietary information omitted will be posted on the Enterprise’s and FHFA’s Web sites.

§1282.33 Manufactured housing market.

(a) Duty in general. Each Enterprise must develop loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for eligible mortgages on manufactured homes for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families. Enterprise activities under this section must serve each such income group in the year for which the Enterprise is evaluated and rated.

(b) Eligible activities. Enterprise activities eligible to be included in an Underserved Markets Plan other activities to serve very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in the manufactured housing market consistent with paragraph (b) of this section, subject to FHFA determination of whether such activity is eligible to receive credit.

§1282.34 Affordable housing preservation market.

(a) Duty in general. Each Enterprise must develop loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market to preserve housing affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families under eligible housing programs or activities. Enterprise activities under this section must serve each such income group in the year for which the Enterprise is evaluated and rated.

(b) Eligible activities. Enterprise activities eligible to be included in an Underserved Markets Plan for the affordable housing preservation market are activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families consisting of:

(1) Mortgages on manufactured homes titled as real property under the laws of the state where the home is located; and

(2) Mortgages on manufactured housing communities provided that:

(i) The community has 150 pads or less; and

(ii) The community is owned by a governmental unit or instrumentality, owned by a nonprofit, or resident-owned; or

(iii) The community’s pad leases have the following pad lease protections at a minimum:

(A) Minimum one-year renewable lease term unless there is good cause for nonrenewal;

(B) Minimum thirty-day written notice of rent increases;

(C) Minimum five-day grace period for rent payments, and right to cure defaults on rent payments;

(D) If a tenant defaults on rent payments, the tenant has the right to: Sell the manufactured home without having to first relocate it out of the community; sublease or assign the pad lease for the unexpired term to the new buyer of the tenant’s manufactured home without any unreasonable restraint; post “For Sale” signs; and have a reasonable time period after eviction to sell the manufactured home;

(E) Right for tenants to receive at least 120 days advance notice of a planned sale or closure of the community, within which time the tenants, or an organization acting on behalf of a group of tenants, may match any bona fide offer for sale. The community owner shall consider the tenants’ offer and negotiate with them in good faith.

§1282.36(b).
(c) Statutory activities. Enterprise activities related to housing projects under the following programs will receive credit under the affordable housing preservation market:
(1) The project-based and tenant-based rental assistance housing programs under section 8 of the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, 42 U.S.C. 1437f;
(2) The rental and cooperative housing program for lower income families under section 236 of the National Housing Act, 12 U.S.C. 1715z-1; and
(3) The housing program for moderate-income and displaced families under section 221(d)(4) of the National Housing Act, 12 U.S.C. 1715l;
(4) The supportive housing program for the elderly under section 202 of the Housing Act of 1959, 12 U.S.C. 1701q;
(5) The supportive housing program for persons with disabilities under section 811 of the Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. 8013; and
(6) Permanent supportive housing projects subsidized under Title IV of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act, 42 U.S.C. 11361, et seq.;
(7) The rural rental housing program under section 515 of the Housing Act of 1949, 42 U.S.C. 1485;
(8) Low-income housing tax credits under section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C. 42; and
(9) Other comparable affordable housing programs administered by a state or local government that preserve housing affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families. An Enterprise may include in its Underserved Markets Plan programs pursuant to this paragraph (c)(9), subject to FHFA determination of whether such programs are eligible to receive credit.
(d) Additional activities. Enterprise activities related to the following will receive credit under the affordable housing preservation market:
(1) Purchasing and securitizing loan pools from a community development financial institution, community financial institution, or federally insured credit union whose total assets are within the asset cap set forth in the definition of “community financial institution” in §1282.1, where the loan pools are backed by existing small multifamily rental properties consisting of five to not more than fifty units;
(2) Energy efficiency improvements on existing multifamily rental properties provided there are verifiable, reliable projections or expectations that the improvements financed by the loan will reduce energy and water consumption by the tenant by at least 15 percent, the reduced utility costs derived from the improvements will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period;
(3) Energy efficiency improvements on existing single-family, first-lien properties, provided that there are verifiable, reliable projections or expectations that the improvements financed by the loan will reduce energy and water consumption by the homeowner or tenant by at least 15 percent, the reduced utility costs derived from the reduced consumption will offset the upfront costs of the improvements within a reasonable time period, and in the case of a single-family rental property, the reduced utility costs must not be offset by higher rents or other charges imposed by the property owner;
(4) Affordable homeownership preservation through shared equity homeownership programs. Shared equity programs include programs administered by community land trusts, other nonprofit organizations, or State or local governments or instrumentalities that:
(i) Ensure affordability for at least 30 years or as long as permitted under state law through a ground lease, deed restriction, subordinate loan or similar legal mechanism that makes residential real property affordable to very low-, low-, or moderate-income families. The legal instrument ensuring affordability must also stipulate a preemptive option to purchase the homeownership unit from the homeowner at resale to preserve the affordability of the unit for successive very low-, low-, or moderate-income families;
(ii) Monitor the homeownership unit to ensure affordability is preserved over resales; and
(iii) Support the homeowners to promote successful homeownership for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families;
(5) Choice Neighborhoods Initiative, as authorized by 42 U.S.C. 1437v; and
(6) HUD's Rental Assistance Demonstration program, as authorized by 42 U.S.C.1437n note.
(e) Additional activities. An Enterprise may include in its Underserved Markets Plan other activities to serve very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in rural areas. An Enterprise activities under this section must serve each such income group in the year for which the Enterprise is evaluated and rated.
(f) Eligible activities. Enterprise activities eligible to be included in an Underserved Markets Plan for the rural market are activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in rural areas.
(g) Regulatory activities. Enterprise activities serving high-needs rural regions or high-needs rural populations will receive credit under the rural market.
§1282.35 Urban markets.
(a) Duty in general. Each Enterprise must develop loan products and flexible underwriting guidelines to facilitate a secondary market for eligible mortgages on housing for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in urban areas. Enterprise activities under this section must serve each such income group in the year for which the Enterprise is evaluated and rated.
(b) Eligible activities. Enterprise activities eligible to be included in an Underserved Markets Plan for the urban market are activities that facilitate a secondary market for mortgages on residential properties for very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in urban areas.
(c) Additional activities. An Enterprise may include in its Underserved Markets Plan other activities to serve very low-, low-, or moderate-income families in urban areas. An Enterprise activities under this section subject to FHFA determination of whether such activities are eligible to receive credit.
§1282.36 Evaluations and assigned ratings.
(a) Evaluation of compliance. In determining whether an Enterprise has complied with the duty to serve each underserved market, FHFA will annually evaluate and rate the Enterprise’s duty to serve performance based on the Enterprise’s implementation of its Underserved Markets Plan during the relevant evaluation year. FHFA’s evaluation will be in accordance with evaluation criteria set forth in a separate, FHFA-prepared evaluation guide.
(b) Assessment factors. (1) FHFA’s evaluation of each Enterprise’s performance will take into consideration four assessment factors, as provided in paragraphs (b)(2) through (5) of this section.
(2) Outreach assessment factor. FHFA will evaluate the Enterprise on the extent of its outreach to qualified loan sellers and other market participants in each underserved market.
(3) Loan product assessment factor. FHFA will evaluate the Enterprise on its development of loan products, more flexible underwriting guidelines and other innovative approaches to providing financing in each underserved market.
(4) Loan purchase assessment factor. FHFA will evaluate the Enterprise on
the volume of loans it purchases in each underserved market relative to the market opportunities available to the Enterprise.

(5) Investments and grants assessment factor. FHFA will evaluate the Enterprise on the amount of its investments and grants in projects that assist in meeting the needs of each underserved market.

(c) Evaluation guide—(1) Annual evaluation guides. FHFA will prepare a separate evaluation guide for each Enterprise for each evaluation year. FHFA will develop the evaluation guide using the contents of the Enterprise’s Plan and the assessment factors provided in paragraph (b) of this section. The evaluation guide will allocate a maximum number of potential scoring points to each Plan activity that an Enterprise will pursue during the evaluation year covered by the evaluation guide. Each evaluation guide will allocate a total of 100 potential scoring points to all of the Plan activities grouped under a particular underserved market.

(2) Determination of overall composite scores for each underserved market. At the end of the evaluation year covered by the evaluation guide, FHFA will award a score to each Plan activity covered by the evaluation guide. The score for each Plan activity will be based on FHFA’s assessment of how well the Enterprise performed the Plan activity and associated objectives during the evaluation year. FHFA will also award any extra credit it determines is appropriate for qualifying residential economic diversity activities as provided for in §1282.37. The score cannot exceed the maximum number of potential scoring points allocated to the Plan activity in the evaluation guide. After FHFA has awarded a score to each Plan activity, FHFA will sum the scoring points for all of the Plan activities that are grouped under each underserved market. The sum of those scores will produce an overall composite score ranging from zero to 100 for each underserved market.

(3) Determination of overall rating and compliance. The evaluation guide will contain a table that allocates overall composite score numerical ranges to each of the following four overall ratings: “Exceeds,” “High Satisfactory,” “Low Satisfactory,” and “Fails.” An Enterprise’s overall rating for each underserved market will be determined by the numerical range within which the Enterprise’s overall composite score falls. A rating of “Exceeds,” “High Satisfactory,” or “Low Satisfactory” will constitute compliance with the duty to serve the underserved market. A rating of “Fails” will constitute noncompliance with the duty to serve the underserved market.

(4) Delivery of evaluation guide. FHFA will provide the evaluation guide to the Enterprise at least 30 days before January 1st of the evaluation year for which the guide is applicable, except that the evaluation guide for the first evaluation year after the effective date of this part will be provided to the Enterprise on a date to be determined by FHFA.

(5) Posting of evaluation guide. The evaluation guide will be posted on the respective Enterprise’s Web site and on FHFA’s Web site.

§1282.37 Extra credit for qualifying residential economic diversity activities.

(a) Where an Enterprise includes a qualifying activity to promote residential economic diversity in its Under served Markets Plan, FHFA will evaluate the extent to which the activity promotes residential economic diversity in an underserved market in connection with mortgages on: Affordable housing in a high opportunity area; or mixed-income housing in an area of concentrated poverty. This criterion will be considered in connection with activities for which extra credit may be given, but the activities associated with this criterion are not mandatory. To qualify for extra credit, an activity first must be an eligible activity that contributes to an Enterprise’s duty to serve an underserved market. Eligible activities in each of the underserved markets may qualify for extra credit for residential economic diversity except for manufactured housing communities activities, energy efficiency improvement activities, and any additional activities determined by FHFA to be ineligible.

(b) FHFA’s evaluation of residential economic diversity activities under this section will occur as part of its review under §1282.36.

§1282.38 General requirements for credit.

(a) General. FHFA will determine whether an activity will receive credit under the duty to serve underserved markets. In this determination, FHFA will consider whether the activity facilitates a secondary market for financing mortgages: on manufactured homes for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families; to preserve housing affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families; and on housing for very low-, low-, and moderate-income families in rural areas. If FHFA determines that an activity will receive credit or extra credit under the duty to serve underserved markets, the activity will receive such credit under the relevant assessment factor for each underserved market it serves.

(b) No credit under any assessment factor. Enterprise activities related to the following will not receive credit under the duty to serve underserved markets under any assessment factor, even if the activity otherwise would receive credit under any other section of this subpart:

(1) Contributions to the Housing Trust Fund (12 U.S.C. 4568) and the Capital Magnet Fund (12 U.S.C. 4569), and mortgage purchases funded with such grant amounts;

(2) HOEPA mortgages;

(3) Mortgages on manufactured homes not titled as real property under the laws of the state where the property is located;

(4) Subordinate liens on multifamily properties, except for subordinate liens originated for energy efficiency improvements on existing multifamily rental properties that meet the requirements in §1282.34(d)(2);

(5) Subordinate liens on single-family properties;

(6) Shared appreciation loans that do not satisfy all of the requirements in §1282.34(d)(4) of this part; and

(7) Any combination of factors in paragraphs (b)(1) through (b)(6) of this section.

(c) No credit under loan purchase assessment factor. The following activities will not receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor, even if the activity otherwise would receive credit under §1282.40:

(1) Purchases of mortgages to the extent they finance any dwelling units that are secondary residences;

(2) Single-family refinancing mortgages that result from conversion of balloon notes to fully amortizing notes, if the Enterprise already owns or has an interest in the balloon note at the time conversion occurs;

(3) Purchases of mortgages or interests in mortgages that previously received credit under any underserved market within the five years immediately preceding the current performance year;

(4) Purchases of mortgages where the property or any units within the property have not been approved for occupancy;

(5) Any interests in mortgages that the Director determines, in writing, will not be treated as interests in mortgages;

(6) Purchases of State and local government housing bonds except as provided in §1282.40(h); and

(7) Any combination of factors in paragraphs (c)(1) through (6) of this section.

(d) FHFA review of activities. FHFA may determine whether and how any
activity will receive credit under the duty to serve underserved markets, including treatment of missing data. FHFA will notify each Enterprise in writing of any determination regarding the treatment of any activity.

(c) The year in which an activity will receive credit. An activity will receive credit under the duty to serve underserved markets in the year in which the activity is completed. FHFA may determine that partial credit is appropriate for an activity that begins in a particular year but is not completed until a subsequent year, except that activities under the loan purchase assessment factor will receive credit in the year in which the Enterprise purchased the mortgage.

(f) Credit under one assessment factor. An activity or objective will receive credit only under one assessment factor in a particular underserved market.

(g) Credit under multiple underserved markets. An activity, including dwelling units financed by an Enterprise’s mortgage purchase, will receive credit for each underserved market for which such activity qualifies in that year.

§ 1282.39 General requirements for loan purchases.

(a) General. This section applies to Enterprise mortgage purchases that may receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor for a particular underserved market. Only dwelling units securing a mortgage purchased by the Enterprise in that year and not specifically excluded under § 1282.38(b) and (c), may receive credit.

(b) Counting dwelling units. Except as provided in paragraph (f) of this section, performance under the loan purchase assessment factor will be measured by counting dwelling units affordable to very low-, low-, and moderate-income families.

(c) Credit for owner-occupied units. (1) Mortgage purchases financing owner-occupied single-family properties will be evaluated based on the income of the mortgagor(s) and the area median income at the time the mortgage was originated. To determine whether mortgages may receive credit under a particular family income level, i.e., very low-, low-, or moderate-income, the income of the mortgagor(s) is compared to the median income for the area at the time the mortgage was originated, using the appropriate percentage factor provided under § 1282.17.

(2) Mortgage purchases financing owner-occupied single-family properties for which the income of the mortgagor(s) is not available will not receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor.

(d) Credit for rental units—(1) Use of rent. Except as provided in paragraph (g) of this section, mortgage purchases financing single-family rental units and multifamily rental units will be evaluated based on rent and whether the rent is affordable to the income groups targeted by the duty to serve. A rent is affordable if the rent does not exceed the maximum levels as provided in § 1282.19.

(2) Affordability of rents based on housing program requirements. Where a multifamily property is subject to an affordability restriction under a housing program that establishes the maximum permitted income level for a tenant or a prospective tenant or the maximum permitted rent, the affordability of units in the property may be determined based on the maximum permitted income level or maximum permitted rent established under such housing program for those units. If using income, the maximum income level must be no greater than the maximum income level for each income group targeted by the duty to serve, adjusted for family or unit size as provided in § 1282.17 or § 1282.18, as appropriate. If using rent, the maximum rent level must be no greater than the maximum rent level for each income group targeted by the duty to serve, adjusted for unit size as provided in § 1282.19.

(3) Unoccupied units. Anticipated rent for unoccupied units may be the market rent for similar units in the neighborhood as determined by the lender or appraiser for underwriting purposes. A unit in a multifamily property that is unoccupied because it is being used as a model unit or rental office may receive credit only if the Enterprise determines that the number of such units is reasonable and minimal considering the size of the multifamily property.

(4) Timeliness of information. In evaluating affordability for single-family rental properties, an Enterprise must use tenant income and area median income available at the time the mortgage was originated. For multifamily rental properties, the Enterprise must use tenant income and area median income available at the time the mortgage was originated.

(e) Missing data or information for rental units. (1) When calculating unit affordability, rental units for which bedroom data are missing will be considered efficiencies.

(2) When an Enterprise lacks sufficient information to determine whether a rental unit in a single-family or multifamily property securing a mortgage purchased by the Enterprise receives credit under the loan purchase assessment factor because rental data are not available, the Enterprise’s performance with respect to such unit may be evaluated using estimated affordability information. The estimated affordability information is calculated by multiplying the number of rental units with missing affordability information in properties securing the mortgages purchased by the Enterprise in each census tract by the percentage of all moderate-income rental dwelling units in the respective tracts, as determined by FHFA based on the most recent decennial census.

(f) Credit for manufactured housing communities. Performance under the loan purchase assessment factor for manufactured housing communities will be measured based on the unpaid principal balance of the mortgage at the time of acquisition.

(g) Determining affordability for manufactured housing communities. Affordability for a manufactured housing community will be evaluated based on the median income of the census tract in which the manufactured housing community is located as provided below.

(1) If the median income of the census tract in which the manufactured housing community is located is less than or equal to area median income, the Enterprise will receive credit for the full unpaid principal balance of the loan.

(2) If the median income of the census tract in which the manufactured housing community is located exceeds the area median income, the Enterprise will receive partial credit for the loan purchase. The percentage of the unpaid principal balance of the loan that will receive credit will be determined by dividing the area median income by the median income of the census tract and multiplying the quotient by the unpaid principal balance of the loan.

(h) Application of median income. (1) To determine an area’s median income under §§ 1282.17 through 1282.19 and the definitions in § 1282.1 of this part, the area is:

(i) The metropolitan area, if the property which is the subject of the mortgage is in a metropolitan area; and

(ii) In all other areas, the county in which the property is located, except that where the State non-metropolitan median income is higher than the county’s median income, the area is the State non-metropolitan area.

(2) When an Enterprise cannot precisely determine whether a mortgage is on dwelling unit(s) located in one area, the Enterprise must determine the median income for the split area in the
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manner prescribed by the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council for reporting under the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (12 U.S.C. 2801 et seq.), if the Enterprise can determine that the mortgage is on dwelling unit(s) located in:

(i) A census tract; or
(ii) A census place code.

(i) Newly available data. When an Enterprise uses data to determine whether a dwelling unit receives credit under the loan purchase assessment factor and new data is released after the start of a calendar quarter, the Enterprise need not use the new data until the start of the following quarter.

§1282.40 Special requirements for loan purchases.

(a) General. Subject to FHFA’s determination of whether an activity will receive credit under a particular underserved market, the activities identified in this section will be treated as mortgage purchases as described and receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor. An activity that is covered by more than one paragraph below must satisfy the requirements of each such paragraph.

(b) Credit enhancements. (1) Dwelling units financed under a credit enhancement entered into by an Enterprise will be treated as mortgage purchases only when:

(i) The Enterprise provides a specific contractual obligation to ensure timely payment of amounts due under a mortgage or mortgages financed by the issuance of housing bonds (such bonds may be issued by any entity, including a State or local housing finance agency); and

(ii) The Enterprise assumes a credit risk in the transaction substantially equivalent to the risk that would have been assumed by the Enterprise if it had securitized the mortgages financed by such bonds.

(2) When an Enterprise provides a specific contractual obligation to ensure timely payment of amounts due under any mortgage originally insured by a public purpose mortgage insurance entity or fund, the Enterprise may, on a case-by-case basis, seek approval from the Director for such transactions to receive credit under the loan purchase assessment factor for a particular underserved market.

(c) Risk-sharing. Mortgages purchased under risk-sharing arrangements between an Enterprise and any federal agency under which the Enterprise is responsible for a substantial amount of the risk will be treated as mortgage purchases.

(d) Participations. Participations purchased by an Enterprise will be treated as mortgage purchases only when the Enterprise’s participation in the mortgage is 50 percent or more.

(e) Cooperative housing and condominiums. (1) The purchase of a mortgage on a cooperative housing unit (“a share loan”) or a mortgage on a condominium unit will be treated as a mortgage purchase. Such a purchase will receive credit in the same manner as a mortgage purchase of single-family owner-occupied units, i.e., affordability is based on the income of the mortgagee.

(2) The purchase of a blanket mortgage on a cooperative building or a mortgage on a condominium project will be treated as a mortgage purchase. The purchase of a blanket mortgage on a cooperative building will receive credit in the same manner as a mortgage purchase of a multifamily rental property, except that affordability must be determined based solely on the comparable market rents used in underwriting the blanket loan. If the underwriting rents are not available, the loan will not be treated as a mortgage purchase. The purchase of a mortgage on a condominium project will receive credit in the same manner as a mortgage purchase of a multifamily rental property.

(3) Where an Enterprise purchases both a blanket mortgage on a cooperative building and share loans for units in the same building, both the mortgage on the cooperative building and the share loans will be treated as mortgage purchases. Where an Enterprise purchases both a mortgage on a condominium project and mortgages on individual dwelling units in the same project, both the mortgage on the condominium project and the mortgages on individual dwelling units will be treated as mortgage purchases.

(f) Seasoned mortgages. An Enterprise’s purchase of a seasoned mortgage will be treated as a mortgage purchase.

(g) Purchase of refinancing mortgages. The purchase of a refinancing mortgage by an Enterprise will be treated as a mortgage purchase only if the refinancing is an arms-length transaction that is borrower-driven.

(h) Mortgage revenue bonds. The purchase or guarantee by an Enterprise of a mortgage revenue bond issued by a State or local housing finance agency will be treated as a purchase of the underlying mortgages only to the extent the Enterprise has sufficient information to determine whether the underlying mortgages or mortgage-backed securities serve the income groups targeted by the duty to serve.

(i) Seller dissolution option. (1) Mortgages acquired through transactions involving seller dissolution options will be treated as mortgage purchases only when:

(i) The terms of the transaction provide for a lockout period that prohibits the exercise of the dissolution option for at least one year from the date on which the transaction was entered into by the Enterprise and the seller of the mortgages; and

(ii) The transaction is not dissolved during the one-year minimum lockout period.

(2) FHFA may grant an exception to the one-year minimum lockout period described in paragraphs (i)(1)(i) and (ii) of this section, in response to a written request from an Enterprise, if FHFA determines that the transaction furthers the purposes of the Enterprise’s Charter Act and the Safety and Soundness Act.

(3) For purposes of paragraph (i) of this section, “seller dissolution option” means an option for a seller of mortgages to the Enterprises to dissolve or otherwise cancel a mortgage purchase agreement or loan sale.

§1282.41 Failure to comply.

If the Director determines that an Enterprise has not complied with, or there is a substantial probability that an Enterprise will not comply with, the duty to serve a particular underserved market in a given year and the Director determines that such compliance is or was feasible, the Director will follow the procedures in 12 U.S.C. 4566(b).

§1282.42 Housing plans.

(a) General. If the Director determines that an Enterprise did not comply with, or there is a substantial probability that an Enterprise will not comply with, the duty to serve a particular underserved market in a given year, the Director may require the Enterprise to submit a housing plan for approval by the Director.

(b) Nature of housing plan. If the Director requires a housing plan, the housing plan must:

(1) Be feasible;

(2) Be sufficiently specific to enable the Director to monitor compliance periodically;

(3) Describe the specific actions that the Enterprise will take:

(i) To comply with the duty to serve a particular underserved market for the next calendar year; or

(ii) To make such improvements and changes in its operations as are reasonable in the remainder of the year, if the Director determines that there is
a substantial probability that the Enterprise will fail to comply with the duty to serve a particular underserved market in such year; and

(4) Address any additional matters relevant to the housing plan as required, in writing, by the Director.

(c) Deadline for submission. The Enterprise must submit the housing plan to the Director within 45 days after issuance of a notice requiring the Enterprise to submit a housing plan. The Director may extend the deadline for submission of a housing plan, in writing and for a time certain, to the extent the Director determines an extension is necessary.

(d) Review of housing plans. The Director will review and approve or disapprove housing plans in accordance with 12 U.S.C. 4566(c)(4) and (5).

(e) Resubmission. If the Director disapproves an initial housing plan submitted by an Enterprise, the Enterprise must submit an amended housing plan acceptable to the Director not later than 15 days after the Director’s disapproval of the initial housing plan. The Director may extend the deadline if the Director determines that an extension is in the public interest. If the amended housing plan is not acceptable to the Director, the Director may afford the Enterprise 15 days to submit a new housing plan.

4. Add §1282.66 to subpart D to read as follows:

§1282.66 Enterprise reports on duty to serve.

(a) First and third quarter reports. Each Enterprise must submit to FHFA a first and third quarter report on its activities and objectives in its Underserved Markets Plan for the loan purchase assessment factor for each underserved market. The report must include detailed information on the Enterprise’s progress towards meeting the activities and objectives. The Enterprise must submit the first and third quarter reports within 60 days of the end of the respective quarter.

(b) Semi-annual report. Each Enterprise must submit to FHFA a semi-annual report on all of the activities and objectives in its Underserved Markets Plan for each underserved market. The report must include detailed information on the Enterprise’s progress towards meeting the activities and objectives. The Enterprise must submit the semi-annual report within 60 days of the end of the second quarter.

(c) Annual report. To comply with the requirements in sections 309(n) of the Fannie Mae Charter Act and 307(f) of the Freddie Mac Act and for purposes of FHFA’s Annual Housing Report to Congress, each Enterprise must submit to FHFA an annual report on all of the activities and objectives in its Underserved Markets Plan for each underserved market no later than 75 days after the end of each calendar year. For each underserved market, the annual report must include, at a minimum: A description of the Enterprise’s market opportunities for loan purchases during the evaluation year to the extent data is available; the volume of qualifying loans purchased by the Enterprise; a comparison of the Enterprise’s loan purchases with its loan purchases in prior years; and a comparison of market opportunities with the size of the relevant markets in the past, to the extent data are available.


Melvin L. Watt,
Director, Federal Housing Finance Agency.
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